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General Introduction 
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General Introduction 
One of the fundamental properties of an organism is its ability 
to maintain an internal composition differing to that of the external 
environment. Although a change in the external environment mostly causes 
a change in the internal composition, these internal changes are only 
within a limited range compatible to life. 
Normally the cellular ionic composition as well differs greatly 
from that of the external environment. Unicellular plants and aminals 
living in freshwater have internal salt concentrations that are much 
higher than those of their environment. Apart from this quantitative 
difference there are also qualitative differences. For example unicellular 
organisms or tissue cells generally maintain a high internal potassium 
level and a low sodium level compared to their environment. In addition 
the internal pH differs mostly from the external pH. 
In order to establish and maintain the internal ionic concentrations 
required for the proper functioning of a cell, ion translocations across 
the cell membrane are necessary: translocations from the inside to the 
outside in order to remove a surplus of certain ions and an inward trans-
location in order to abolish a deficit. 
A study of the way in which the cells translocate the ions through 
the membranes, may be helpful in elucidating how the cell regulates its 
ionic composition. 
Four main topics can be studied in relation to the process of ion 
translocation across a membrane: 
i. How does the cell maintain electro-neutrality? 
ii. Possible coupling with other translocations 
(cotransport or coutertransport) 
iii. The way of energy transduction. 
iv. The translocation mechanism. 
ad i.: How does the cell maintain electro-neutrality? 
Cation uptake by yeast is accompanied by a stoichiometric efflux of 
protons, and in the case of Na -rich cells both of protons and Na 
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(see for example Rothstein, 1974). The physiological importance of 
this antiport can be seen as follows: During an uptake process charge 
transfer across the cell membrane takes place. This will lead to a 
charge saturation of the cell. However, each cell has a limited capacity 
depending on its size and the electrical capacity of the cell membrane. 
An accepted value for the capacity of biological membranes is 1 to 2 )jF/ 
2 . 
cm (Hodgkin and Rushton, 1946; Williams et al., 1964 and Findlay and 
Hope, 1964). The mean diameter of the yeast cells used by us was 5 цт. 
This means that only 10 to 10 monovalent ions entering per yeast cell 
would create a change in the potential of 100 mV, if this transfer of 
charges is not compensated by other ion translocations. The maximal 
velocity for the Rb -uptake for example is about 15 inmoles Rb min 
kg dry yeast. This means that the potential change of 100 mV would be 
realized in less than one second. In the case of cation uptake it is 
therefore necessary to compensate this influx either by an influx of 
anions or by an efflux of cations. 
ad ii.: Possible coupling with other translocations. 
When cation uptake is coupled to proton influx, accumulation of cation 
may be much greater than expected according to the Nernst potential, 
because at low external pH a gradient of protons exists from the medium 
to the cell interior, and in addition the negative membrane potential 
increases the influx of protons even more. A coupling between fluxes of 
protons and other solutes is one of the possible means of accumulating 
solutes against their electrochemical gradient. The possibility of such 
a mechanism has been proposed by Mitchell (1961, 1968). 
ad iii.: The way of energy transduction. 
Net transport of a permeating substance takes place if a difference 
in the electrochemical potential (Λμ) exists between cell and medium. In 
the case of ion transport through the membrane of a cell this Λμ consists 
of two components due to: 
a. a concentration difference of the given substance across 
the membrane: ЛКТІп с. 
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Ъ. an electrical potential difference across the membrane. 
In most cases the cell's interior will be negative com­
pared to the outside: ζΡΔΕ. 
When transport against Δμ takes place, it must be coupled to another 
process as outlined below. 
If the transport of a substance takes place along its electrochemical 
potential gradient the transport is considered by us as being passive. 
In this connection we would like to make the following remark. An electro-
genie pump will create a potential difference across the membrane. This 
potential difference may give rise in turn to an ion flux, even against 
its concentration gradient. Though this flux depends upon metabolism, 
because the electrogenic pump depends upon metabolism, this flux is still 
called passive, as no direct coupling with metabolism exists. 
However, many solutes are transported against their electrochemical 
potential. This kind of transport is only possible when the translocation 
is coupled to another process compensating for the increase in free energy 
during translocation. When the free energy is supplied by a metabolic 
(scalar) process the translocations are called active by us. However, 
when this free energy originates from an ion gradient (thus in fact a 
vectorial transport) the process is still called passive, because in this 
case the complex of substrate ion and cotransported ion moves according 
to the total Δμ through the cell membrane. We are aware that this dis­
tinction between passive and active transport is rather arbitrary. Another 
definition might be to call active transport all transport in which Δμ 
increases, or all transport which is dependent upon metabolism. 
An example of the coupling of metabolism and ion transport is the 
Na and К transport in animal cells. The (Na - К )- activated ATPase 
plays a major role in the translocation of Na and К (Skou, 1957, 1960). 
This enzyme uses the free energy for the translocation process from the 
hydrolysis of ATP, a product of cell metabolism. There is also good 
evidence that in the case of large green algae a (Na - К )-activated 
ATPase plays a major role in ion translocation (MacRobbie, 1962, 1970 for 
Nitella translucens and Raven, 1967 for Hydrodictyon africanum). In these 
cases К and Na act synergistically on the translocation system giving 
rise to simultaneous К -influx and Na -efflux. The process is ouabain-
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sensitive. Whether this also applies to other plant cells is doubtful. A 
plasma membrane ATPase requiring both Na and К at the same time has 
not been detected in plant roots until now. ATPases investigated are 
stimulated by both Na and К but without any synergistic effect (Hodges 
et al., 1972 and Leigh et al., 1974). Ouabain does not affect these 
ATPases nor the transport of ions (Fisher and Hodges, 1969; Jeschke, 1972, 
1973). It might be that these ATPases are involved directly in cation 
uptake (Jeschke, 1974; Hodges, Leonard, Bracker and Keenan, 1972; 
Leonard and Hodges, 1973 and Leonard and Hotchkiss, 1976). 
Various models accounting for the coupling between metabolism and 
ion translocation in the yeast cell have been proposed. Conway (1955) 
proposed a model consisting of an "active" process; namely the transport 
process is coupled to oxidation-reduction reactions. According to 
Riemersma (1968) an "energy-rich intermedia te" would be formed from ATP. 
This intermediate, then, would be the coupling agent between metabolism 
and transport, giving rise to an active process. However, in 1974 Riemersma 
suggested that the driving force might be the membrane potential. Peña 
(1975) states that metabolism will create a potential difference across 
the membrane (ΔΕ) (inside negative). This ΔΕ would be the driving force 
for ion transport. That would mean that the monovalent ion transport 
by yeast is a "passive" process. Possibly a membrane ATPase is involved 
in the generation of part of the membrane potential, by energising of 
an electrogenic H -pump. It is therefore still open whether or not the 
monovalent cations are transported actively into the yeast cell. The fact 
alone that ion uptake occurs only, - apart from a very low basal uptake, 
- in the presence of a utilisable substrate (both under aerobic and 
anaerobic conditions) does not mean that uptake is active. Then it should 
be shown that accumulation proceeds against Ay and is not coupled to 
another translocation process. To answer this question it is necessary 
to know the values for the transmembrane potential under different 
conditions. Attempts in our laboratory to determine this potential by 
micro-electrode insertion failed, mainly as a result of the small size 
of the yeast cell. Recently, Hoeberichts, Klaassen, van Wezenbeek and 
Borst-Pauwels (in prep.) carried out experiments on the distribution of 
the lipophilic quaternary ammonium base dibenzyldimethylammonium (DDA) 
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labelled with С across the cell membrane. They obtained values for 
the membrane potential of -140 and -120 mV (inside negative) at pH 4.5 
and pH 7.0 respectively in metabolizing cells, and -70 and -90 mV 
respectively in non-metabolizing cells. The difference in membrane poten­
tial between metabolizing cells and resting cells indicates that part of 
the membrane potential is indeed electrogenic. The values are based upon 
the assumption that DDA distributes passively between the cells and 
medium, and that DDA passes the cell membrane as such. This assumption 
is also made for DDA distribution in mitochondria (Grinius et al., 1970 
and Bakeeva et al., 1970), bacteria (Harold and Papineau, 1972, 1972a) and 
vesicles from bacteria (Lombardi et al., 1973 and Hirata et al., 1973), 
but it must still be confirmed for yeast (Hoeberichts and Borst-Pauwels, 
1975). The Nernst potential computed for К of metabolizing yeast 
calculated from the concentration of К inside the cell (300 mM) and the 
concentration in the medium being 0.013 mM and 0.006 mM at pH 4.5 and 
pH 7.0 respectively, is -260 and -280 mV at pH 4.5 and pH 7.0 respectively. 
Our calculations indicate that К is accumulated against its electrochemical 
potential. However, this does not necessarily mean that К is translocated 
actively, this depends upon whether the extra free energy needed originates 
from a metabolic process or from a vectorial process as outlined above, 
see also Chapter Interactions. 
ad iv.: The translocation mechanism. 
Besides the question of active or passive transport and the mechanism of 
coupling with metabolism, there is the problem of how the ions are trans­
located. Studying the relation between uptake velocity and concentration 
of the ion species, of which the uptake is studied, reveals not only with 
yeast (Armstrong and Rothstein, 1964, 1967; Borst-Pauwels, 1971, 1973) but 
also with other plant cells (Epstein, 1960, 1966) and animal cells 
(Mullins and Frumento, 1963) a number of characteristic properties of the 
ion translocation process such as: 
a. saturation kinetics. 
b. a high degree of specificity for the different ion species. 
c. competition between the ion species. 
d. in most cases a complex type of kinetics. 
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Models accounting for these properties are all based on the assumption 
that ion uptake is preceded by a primary binding process after which the 
accumulation proceeds. 
Conway and Duggan (1958) found that the uptake of the monovalent 
cations К , Rb , Cs , Na and Li by yeast is described by Michaelis-
Menten kinetics. They proposed the existence of a carrier transport 
mechanism with one binding site. It was also assumed that equillibrium 
exists between the ions and the transport mechanism. The uptake of К 
is inhibited competitively by the other monovalent cations. The sequence 
of affinities found is: К > Rb > Cs > Na > Li . In 1964 Armstrong 
and Rothstein found that the uptake of monovalent cations is only des­
cribed adequately by the Michaelis-Menten equation at high pH but not 
at low pH. They proposed the existence of a two-site 
uptake mechanism. The two sites involved are called the substrate site 
and the modifier site. It is assumed that the transport of the substrate 
from the substrate site is affected by the occupation of the modifier 
site. When this site is unoccupied, the rate of translocation of the 
substrate cation through the cell membrane is normal. However, when 
protons are bound to the modifier site, the rate of translocation is 
reduced, giving rise to non-competitive inhibition (reduction of the V ). 
It is further assumed that the substrate cation has also affinity to the 
modifier site and that the substrate cation can replace the protons 
from that site at relatively high substrate cation concentrations. Then 
the non-competitive inhibition disappears again and deviations from 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics come to the fore. 
In 1967 the same authors showed that for the К -uptake at high 
pH deviations from Michaelis-Menten kinetics also occur, provided that 
either Na , Cs , Li or bivalent cations are present in the medium. The 
same is found for Rb -uptake in the presence of Cs . It has 
been suggested that the monovalent and bivalent cations interfere with 
К (Rb ) transport in a way similar to that of Η , namely by the occu­
pation of the modifier site and the exertion of a partial non-competitive 
inhibition. 
Borst-Pauwels, Wolters and Henricks (1971) found for the Rb -uptake 
at pH 4.5 indications for the existence of a third site with a very high 
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affinity, che so called activation site. This site could not have been 
detected by Armstrong and Rothstein because they applied too high Rb 
concentrations, so the site was already completely occupied. On the other 
hand, Borst-Pauwels et al. found no indication for the involvement of a 
modifier site. Perhaps, this must be attributed to the difference in 
experimental conditions. Armstrong and Rothstein carried out the uptake 
experiments in distilled water, whereas Borst-Pauwels et al. used a 
Tris-succinate buffer. The "third" site is called the activation site 
86 + because of the activation of uptake of low concentrations of Rb by 
inactive Rb . 
Borst-Pauwels, Schnetkamp and van Hell (1973) found that the ions 
Na and К also have affinity for the activation site. The ions stimulate 
86 + 
the uptake of carrier—free Rb at low pH, probably by removing the 
protons from that site. The observations of Borst-Pauwels et al. are 
qualitative and it must still be investigated whether or not they can 
be described quantitatively by a two-site mechanism. 
Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels, (1976) confirmed that the Rb -uptake 
at low pH is mediated by a two-site mechanism. Furthermore, they found an 
indication for the operation of a third or, if taking into account the 
modifier site of Armstrong and Rothstein, a fourth group of binding sites 
that played a role in the translocation of monovalent cations, namely 
a group of negative sites located at the surface of the yeast cell membrane 
and which determine the magnitude of the surface potential. Monovalent 
cations are able to screen those groups and therefore decrease the 
surface potential. This may lead to deviations from "normal" transport 
kinetics. 
Rothstein (1974) found that replacing a large part of the К ions of 
the cytoplasm of the yeast cell by Na has no significant effect on the 
apparent affinity of Rb for the transport mechanism. Theuvenet, Roomans 
and Borst-Pauwels, (1977) showed that changes in the cellular proton 
concentration also have no effect on the affinity of Rb for the transport 
sites. They argued that the number of binding sites for Rb at the outer 
side of the cell membrane does not depend upon either the internal ion 
concentration or the membrane potential, and that the transport occurs via 
a non-mobile transport mechanism, while in the case of transport via a 
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mobile carrier the affinities are not constant (Rosenberg and 
Wilbrandt, 1963; Borst-Pauwels, 1974). 
Borst-Pauwels, Theuvenet and Peters, (1975) found that Na , besides 
by the monovalent cation transport mechanism, can also be transported 
via a sodium-phosphate cotransport system. This observation was confirmed 
by Roomans, Blasco and Borst-Pauwels (1977). They showed that this system 
has two binding sites for Na . Also Li has affinity for this cotransport 
system. This is not the case for К and Rb . Furthermore they observed 
that the Na -uptake via the monovalent cation transport mechanism at 
high pH shows deviations from Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The uptake could 
be described by a two-site mechanism. This is in contradiction with the 
observations of Conway and Duggan (1958), and also those of Armstrong and 
Rothstein (1964), Armstrong and Rothstein (1964) showed that deviations 
from Michaelis-Menten kinetics are only found at low pH and not at high 
pH. This discrepancy in results can be ascribed to the fact that Armstrong 
and Rothstein applied Na concentrations equal or higher than 1 mM 
whereas the deviations at high pH are only observed at concentrations 
lower than 1 mM. The affinity of Na for the second site is very high 
and of an order of magnitude that indicates that the activation site is 
involved and not the modifier site, which has a much lower affinity for 
Na . According to Roomans and Borst-Pauwels (1977) the uptake of Tl by 
yeast at low pH can also be described by a two-site transport mechanism. 
These authors found that under conditions where the membrane poten­
tial of yeast decreases the affinity of Rb also decreases. This is in 
accordance with early findings of Borst-Pauwels, Wolters and Hendricks 
(1971) who showed that 2,4-dinitrophenol decreases the affinity of Rb 
for the translocation sites. This may be an indication that the monovalent 
cation transport depends upon the yeast cell membrane potential as is 
also suggested by Peña (1975) and Riemersma (1974), see above. On the 
other hand Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels (1977) showed that Al does 
not affect the distribution of Rb between cells and medium, despite the 
fact that Al hyperpolarizes the cell membrane. 
From the literature cited we might conclude that Rb is translocated 
via a multi-site transport mechanism. At least two binding sites are 
located on the mechanism, of which one site is called substrate site. The 
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ocher site is called either activation site (Borst-Pauwels) or modifier 
site (Armstrong and Rothstein). The fact that the activation site and 
modifier site have totally different affinities for the various ion 
species suggests that both sites are non-identical. That may mean we 
are dealing with a three-site mechanism. However, it might be possible 
that the modifier site is not involved in translocation as such. In fact, 
Armstrong and Rothstein (1967) argue that transport does not take place 
via that site. Only the rate of translocation of cations from the substrate 
site is influenced by occupation of the modifier site by cations other 
than the substrate cation. 
Changes in the surface potential by the substrate cation may give 
rise to transport kinetics being more complicated than when the surface 
potential is constant as is shown by Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels (1976). 
Deviations from Michaelis-Menten kinetics may come to the fore, which can 
be easily misinterpreted as being due to an additional site on the 
transport mechanism. 
Also indirect effects upon transport kinetics via depolarization of 
the membrane by the substrate cation may give rise to deviations from 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The latter complication is not dealt with in 
this thesis. In fact, as pointed out above, it is still uncertain whether 
monovalent cation transport depends upon the membrane potential at all. 
Another possible complication is, that besides the monovalent cation 
transport system also a sodium-phosphate cotransport system exists. The 
deviations of Michaelis-Menteh kinetics found for Na -uptake cannot be 
explained by an abolishing of the partial non-competitive inhibition 
caused by occupation of the modifier site by protons, because at high 
pH the proton concentration is much too low in order to occupy this site 
completely. Perhaps the deviation from Michaelis-Menten kinetics is due to 
the operation of a dual mechanism: Na -uptake via the cation transport 
mechanism together with Na -uptake via the sodium-phosphate transport 
system. 
In this thesis major attention is paid to the nature of the mechanism 
involved in monovalent cation uptake by yeast and the properties of the 
mechanism. 
In chapter III (Theory) the relation between the rate of uptake and 
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the substrate ions is given both for a translocation mechanism with two 
and for an uptake mechanism with three binding sites. The influence of 
the surface potential is discussed, along with the different criteria 
for discriminating between the various uptake models. 
In chapter IV (The mechanism of transport) we will investigate 
whether there is evidence for the existence of more than two sites on 
the transport mechanism. Furthermore we will investigate whether Na 
is transported via a dual mechanism or via a two-site mechanism. That the 
surface potential is involved in monovalent cation uptake has already been 
shown by Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels (1976) in a study of the effect of 
polyvalent cations upon Rb -uptake. The question whether two-site trans-
port across a negatively charged membrane gives rise to an apparent third 
site, however, has not yet been answered. To answer this question, use 
is made of the relations and discrimination criteria given in chapter III. 
In chapter V (Interactions between the different ion species) we 
will pay attention to qualitative and quantitative phenomena such as 
activation and inhibition of uptake of a cation, and changes in the shape 
of the uptake isotherms, as predicted by Borst-Pauwels (1973), by study-
ing the effect of different monovalent ion species on each other's uptake. 
Furthermore the so called Cotransport Criterion is tested. This criterion 
is used in order to distinguish whether or not two cations are translocated 
together. When this is true uptake of one ion can be "energized" by uptake 
of another ion, when the latter is translocated in the direction predicted 
by the sign of the thermodynamic potential, see also above under 
"Energy Transduction". 
In chapter VI (The Mutuality Principle) we will test theoretically 
derived relations between the kinetical coefficients of the Rb - and the 
Na -uptake. Possible deviations of these relations may be indications for 
additional transport mechanisms, or point to the necessity of developing 
more sophisticated transport models. 
In chapter VII (General Discussion) we will discuss the results of 
the different chapters. A comparison is made with the work of Armstrong 
and Rothstein on monovalent cation uptake by yeast. 
-23-
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Methods 
1» Uptake experiments. 
The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Delft II, with a low phosphate 
content was used as the experimental material. The yeast was supplied 
by Gist Brocades at Delft. 
The uptake experiments were carried out in broadly the same way 
as by Borst-Pauwels et al. (1973), but some modifications were introduced. 
In our standard procedure the fresh yeast was pre-aerated at room 
temperature in distilled water for one night, in order to exhaust the 
internal substrate. For the uptake experiments 10 ml of yeast suspension 
(4.4% w/v) was centrifuged, and resuspended in 20 ml of 45 mM Tris-
succinate buffer of the appropriate pH containing 3% (w/v) glucose, and 
preincubated at 25 С unless otherwise stated, with N. bubbling through 
the suspension. After one hour the uptake was started by adding 18 ml 
fifi 77 
of the yeast suspension to 2 ml of a solution of RbCl, NaCl or 
CsCl in Tris-succinate buffer provided with unlabelled RbCl, NaCl or 
CsCl at different concentrations. N. was bubbled through the suspensions 
continuously. The concentration of the radioactive cation did not exceed 
IO"6M. 
Nine successive 1.8 ml samples were taken at different times during 
a one to three minutes incubation period, depending on the rate of uptake 
of the ion studied. The first sample was drawn after 5 to 10 seconds. The 
samples were added to 20 ml ice-cold 50 mM MgCl-, placed a few seconds 
earlier on a sintered glass funnel, containing a No 602 h Schleicher and 
Schuil filter disk of 2.7 cm diameter. Upon mixing the fluid in the 
funnel, the solution was drawn off by suction. Successively the yeast 
on the filter disks was washed with 1.5 ml ice-cold water and 3 ml of 
acetone. 
The radioactivity of the filterdisks was determined with an end-
window Geiger-Müller tube. The dilution with the MgCl. solution and the 
successive washings with ice-cold water and acetone did not result in a 
loss of intracellular Rb , Na or Cs . The initial rate of uptake measured 
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did not differ significantly in the cases where the cells were diluted 
with MgCl. and washed with water and acetone, or washed with ice-cold 
water only, or were not washed at all but only dried with acetone. Only 
the intercept of the ordinate of the uptake curves was much greater 
when omitting the dilution with MgCl. solution, and only washing twice 
with 1.5 ml ice-cold water and once with acetone. Corrections for small 
losses of yeast during the filtration procedure were made. 
When the uptake was studied at another temperature than 25 C, the 
yeast was preincubated during the first 45 minutes at 25 C, and during 
the next 15 minutes at the temperature at which the uptake was to be 
studied. During this 15 minutes the temperature reached the desired 
level. After this 15 minute period uptake is studied. As uptake at low 
temperature takes place at a much slower rate than at 25 C, samples were 
drawn during a 12 minute period. 
Initial rates of uptake were obtained from the uptake curves. 
Generally we obtained straight lines. Otherwise the initial rates were 
obtained from the tangents to the curves. 
Modifications of the standard procedures are treated in the 
chapters in question. 
2. Determination of the ion-composition of the medium. 
6 ml of the 2% (w/v) yeast suspension were centrifuged at about 
1000 χ g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was decanted after which the Na 
and К concentrations were determined by means of a Zeiss flame photometer. 
Under normal circumstances, i.e. one hour preincubation time with glucose 
and no addition of other ions, measurement of the Na and К concentrations 
could be performed without difficulty. On the other hand, if relatively 
large amounts of other ions were present in the medium, they caused a 
contribution to the emission at the wavelength at which was measured. This 
extra emission was partly due to impurities of the chemicals used. In 
addition it appeared that a high ion concentration in combination with 
glucose caused an appreciable increase in base emission as can be seen 
in fig. M-l. This effect was large for the К -determination and 
negligibly small for the Na -determination. 
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Fig. M-l.: The emission (E) 
between Θ30 and 700 nm wavelength 
determined by a Zeiss flame 
photometer, provided with a 
photomultiplier tube, and with 
slit-width 0.04 for different 
solutions. The emission of 
distilled water and 100 μΜ 
KCl in distilled water at 768 nm 
were taken as references(0Z and 
100% respectively. 
• - НО, о - 100 μΜ KCl, О - 200 
mM Liei, χ = 200 тМ LiCl + 3Z 
glucose and Δ - 200 mM LiCl + 3Z 
glucose + 50 μΜ KCl. 
The optimum in the Li-spectrum at 
768 nm is due to slight impuri­
ties of KCl of the used LiCl and 
is about 0.002Z. The dashed lines 
represent the expected curves 
when no impurities would be 
present in the solution. 
Corrections for this effect were made by determining the spectrum 
of the К -emission instead of measuring at one wavelength (768 nm) and 
making corrections for the base emission by drawing the smooth curve 
designated by the dashed line. 
In table M-l the mean values of the Na and К concentrations after 
60 minutes of preincubation are given. 
+ 
pH 
4.0 
4.5 
7.2 
K+ (μΜ) 
32 
13 
6 
Na' (μΜ) 
70 
72 
48 
Table M-l. Mean values of the К and Na concentrations after 60 
minutes of preincubation at different pH's. The values at pH 4.0 are 
of a single experiment. The values at pH 4.5 are the mean values of 22 
experiments, ranging of 10 to 16 μΜ for К and of 50 to 100 μΜ for Na . 
The values at
+
pH 7.2 are the mean values of 5 experiments, ranging of 5 
to 8 μΜ for К and of 40 to 55 μΜ for Na . 
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3. Determination of the acid phosphatase activity of the yeast cells. 
A 2% yeast suspension was incubated anaerobically with 3% glucose 
in a 45 шМ Tris-succinate buffer (pH 4.5). After one hour para-nitro-
phenylphosphate (PNPP) was added together with Li„(MoO,). The final 
concentration of PNPP was 1 шМ; the final concentration of Li.(MoO,) was 
0, 100 or 200 μΜ, depending on the experimental condition required. The 
Li concentration was fixed at 400 μΜ by adding proper amounts of LiCl 
to the incubation medium with 0 or 100 μΜ Li.CMoO,). At appropriate 
times 5 ml samples were drawn, centrifuged and the supernatant decanted. 
After addition of 0.1 ml of 5N NaOH to the supernatant, the concentration 
of para-nitrophenol formed was determined with a Zeiss spectrophotometer 
at 398 nm. 
4. Computer calculations. 
The calculations of the coefficients were carried out on the IBM 
360/50 computer of the "Universitair Reken Centrum" of the University 
of Nijmegen. 
For convenience abbrevations are used for the different programs. 
- AD or AF means a curve fitting program for determining the coefficients 
A - D or A - F for the quadratic rate equation (3) and the cubic rate 
equation (59) respectively. 
- TOTPROG stands for a program for determining the coefficients of eq. 
(10) (see Theory) by combining a series of values of v. determined 
at variable values of s. and at varying fixed concentrations of added 
cation s.. 
J 
- PROGVW. This is a program for computing the coefficients A', B', a, b, 
C^c and D^d of eq. (9) (v-function) and eq. (11) (w-function) from 
a set of values of the rate of uptake of carrier-free s. (v.) and the 
rate of uptake of carrier-free s. times s./s. (w..) determined at varying 
concentrations of added non-radioactive s.. 
J 
In all programs the basic calculations are carried out by the subrou­
tine MINSQ a method based on minimization of a sum of squares and squares 
of functions. The subroutine is written by T. Fomentale (CERN) in connection 
with an article of M.J.D. Powell, Computer Journal 7, (1965) 303-307. 
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TheoTij 
It is generally assumed that in ion translocation the ions 
combine with a primary acceptor, located on or in the membrane, where­
after they are transported to the other side where the ions are released. 
Though ion transport may be mediated both by a mobile carrier or by an 
inmobile (non-carrier) system we will deal only with a non-carrier 
system, because Theuvenet, Roomans and Borst-Pauwels (1977) have shown 
that ion translocation by yeast is mediated by a non-carrier system. 
The transport process is analogous to an enzymatic reaction. This 
analogy can be represented formally by the following scheme: 
kj rj 
Enzymatic reaction: E + s * Es ^ ^ E + ρ 
k
-i r-i 
kl . k2 
non-carrier transport: С + ι _ * Ci ν С + ι. 
o u t
 "^к— іГ^
 l n 
-1 -2 
E and С represent the enzyme and the acceptor respectively, s and ρ 
represent the substrate and product concentration for the enzymatic 
reaction, whereas i. and i represent the ion concentration inside in out 
and outside the cell respectively. This analogy means that in the case 
we are dealing with a transport mechanism with only one binding site and 
the reverse reactions are not taken into account the uptake of an ion 
species can be described by the Michaelis-Menten equation: 
V s 
m 
К + s 
(1) 
The К is a direct measure for the affinity of the ion for the 
m 
acceptor, provided that к «k_. 
Equation (1) can be linearized to equation (2) via the method of 
Eady, (1942) or Hofstee, (1952): 
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v - V - К (v/s) (2) 
m m 
Plotting ν against v/s (Hofstee-plot) will give a straight line with 
V (the rate of uptake at infinitely high substrate concentrations) 
ш 
as the intercept on the Y-axis and -K (the Michaelis-Menten constant) 
m 
as the slope of the curve. 
Frequently the uptake isotherm observed experimentally cannot be 
described by this equation and deviations from a straight line are 
observed when plotting ν against v/s. In that case a rate equation of 
a higher power is needed in order to fit the experimental data. This 
holds for the cation uptake by plant roots (Epstein, Rains and Elzam, 
1963), Neurospora crassa (Slayman and Slayman, 1970) and yeast cells 
(Armstrong and Rothstein, 1964, 1967). Also Borst-Pauwels et al. (1971, 
1973) found that the uptake of Na and Rb by yeast cells does not 
follow simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics. 
Quadratic rate equation. 
We will deal first of all with transport kinetics giving rise to 
a quadratic rate equation. We will neglect the effect of the surface 
potential. Borst-Pauwels (1973) developed a general rate equation for a 
two-site non-carrier transport mechanism across a non-charged membrane. 
The model applies in a case where both sites have a transport function 
(cf. Slayman and Slayman, 1970) or wjiere only one of the two sites of the 
transport mechanism has a transport function (Slayman, 1970; Armstrong 
and Rothstein, 1964, 1967). In addition, the affinity of an ion for one 
of the two sites may be affected by the occupation of the other site. 
The general rate equation applies also to transport via a dual mechanism. 
In its generalized form this rate equation is written as: 
2 
As. + Bs. 
ι ι 
ν = 2 ( 3 ) 
С + Ds. + s. 
ι ι 
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The coefficients A - D are independent of s., the concentration of the 
ion of which the uptake is studied. A and D are linear functions of the 
concentration of a competing cation s. (s. φ s.), С is a quadratic 
function of s. 
J 
are given by: 
» whereas В does not depend on s.. The latter relations 
A 
В 
= 
= 
A + A . s . 
° J J 
c o n s t a n t 
(4) 
(5) 
С - С + Cs. + С..s.2 (6) 
0
 J J JJ J 
D = D + D.s. (7) 
о J J 
A , A. and В are rather complex functions of dissociation constants of the 
o' j 
acceptor-ion complexes, of rate constants of transfer and they are 
proportional to the total concentrations of acceptor sites. С , С , С.., 
D and D. depend only upon dissociation constants. In addition A , С , 
С. and D depend also upon the concentrations of other ions present in 
the medium. 
Borst-Pauwels (1973) showed that in the case of two-site transport, 
described by the general rate equation (3) the shape of the Hofstee-plot 
will depend on the ion species of which the uptake is studied. Convex, 
concave and straight-curve Hofstee plots may be found. The shape of 
the Hofstee-plot of ion species s. may change on adding other ions (s.) 
to the suspending medium. 
Changes from a convex Hofstee-plot via a straight line into a concave 
Hofstee-plot are possible, and vice versa. 
The mechanism of a general two-site non-carrier model is given by the 
following scheme: 
г 
s. + e ' es . —Σ ь 
ι » ι « 
г. 
s. + e .-= s. e i. 
ι
 7
 ι І^  / 
г. . + г. . 
S 1,1 1.1 
S. + Ρ« •* я .рв : L 
1 1 7 1 ι 
г. . + r. . 
ζ ι,ι ι»
1 
S. + s.e£—s.es. — ! î» 
The prime indicates that s. is bound to the "left" side of the transport 
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mechanism, e represents the transport mechanism and r with proper 
index the rate constant with which s. is transported through the 
membrane, r . and r. . refer to translocation of s. from e of which 0,1 1,1 1 
the "left" site is unoccupied or occupied by s. respectively and 
rT and rT . refer to translocation of s. when the "right" site is 
1,0 1,1 1 
unoccupied or occupied by s. respectively. Also other ion species (s.) 
than s. may bind to the two sites: 
rT . r. . 
s. + s.p. / я .ея. ,J» for s. and l2-* for s. l 1 * 1 1 T 1 I 1 
r. . r. . 
s. + е. .* -s.es. ·' ' ., for s. and ·' ' > for s. 
rT . and r. . are the rates of translocation of s. when the "right" site 
i.J J.i 1 
of e is occupied by s. or the "left" site of e is occupied by s. 
respectively, r. . and rT . denote the rate of translocation of s. 
across the membrane from e of which the other site is occupied by s.. 
Stimulation of the uptake of s. by s., i.e. a more than proportional 
increase in v. with raising s. (dv./ds. > 0) is possible when r. . > 
1 e 1 1 1 r 1,1 
г . and/or rT . > rT .In such a case a convex Hofstee-plot will be 0,1 1 , 1 1 , 0 
found. The same holds when the mechanism is already occupied by s. (for 
example Tris or H ) and r. . > r . and/or rT . > rT , . Then replacement 
1,1 κ,ι ι,ΐ- 1,*^  
of s, on e by s. leads to an increase in the rate of transfer of s. 
к ' ι ι 
through the cell membrane and the increase in the rate of uptake of 
s. will be greater than when only the competitive inhibition by s. 
is relieved on increasing s.. Stimulation of the uptake of s. by s. 
is possible when r. . > r . , rT . > rT , rT . > rT . + r. . , j,l 0,1 i,j 1,0 i,j 1,1 1,1 
r. . > rT . + r. . or in the case that part of the sites are occupied j,i 1,1 1,1 
by another cation s, when r. . > r, . or rT . > rT , . 
к j,i k,i 1,3 i,k 
w-Function. 
Instead of studying the uptake isotherm of s. (v. as a function 
of s. at various fixed concentrations of s.) it is also possible to get 
valuable information by studying the influence of ion s. on the rate of 
uptake of ion s.. For this purpose Borst-Pauwels (1973) introduced the 
so called "w-function" given by: 
- 4 1 -
w i . j " ' i í - j ' - i ' ( 8 ) 
We w i l l now show that w. . i s re la ted to the concentrat ion of ion s . 
in a s imi lar way as the rate of uptake of t h i s ion ( v . ) : 
2 2 (A~ + ATs . ) s . + B ' s . A s . + В s . 
ο ι ι J J J J 
ν ж _ . _ (g) 
C~ + CTs. + CT.s. + (D~ + DTs.)s . + s . (Г+ D s . + s . 
o l i i i ι o i i j j j j 
The prime is used in order to denote that the coefficients concerned 
refer to rate equations written as a function of s. instead of s.. 
In the equations A", C" and D*° may depend upon the concentrations of 
other ions than s.. The equation for w. . is derived as follows. By 
making use of the eq. (3) to (7) and of eq. (8): 
2 2 (A + A.s.)s. + Bs. As. + Bs. 
о j j ι 1 1 1 
(10) i 2 2 2 
С + C s . + C s . + (D + D.s.)s. + s. С + Ds. + s. 
O j j j j j O J J l l 1 1 
On applying (8) and dividing both the numerator and the denominator 
by С.. we ge t : 
JJ 
A + Bs. A. , 
о ι ^ ι 2 
— CT— s j + -CT sj
 + h 2 
Л JJ a s . + bs . 
J J 
w = j (11) , J
 2 с + ds. + s . 
С + D S . + S . С . + D.s. , j j 
o o i i . j i i
 і
2 • ' • ' 
+ _ J _ _ — J — s . + s . 
C. . C. . j j 
JJ JJ J J 
Apparently a and d are linear functions of added cation s. and с is 
a quadratic function of s.. For the analogous case of uptake of ion s. 
as a function of s. we get: 
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_2 1
 s
 + _1_
 s
 2
 2 
CT. i CT. i a~s. + b s. 
LI 11 1 1 
w ^ (12) 
о- „- 2 „~ „> с' + à-s. + s. 
C + D s . + s . С. + D.s. . ι ι 
^ = —
J
 " - + ΐ^ "• s. + s. 
С. С. ι ι 
11 11 
, i.e. an equation of the same mathematical form as the rate equation for 
the uptake of s. (9). a"and d'are 1 
and c~is a quadratic function of s. 
linear functions of added cation s. 
The Mutuality Principle. 
It has been shown by Borst-Fauwels (1976) that the denominators 
of eq. (9) and (11) are identical, provided that ion s. and ion s. are 
translocated via the same transport mechanism. This is also true for 
the denominators of eq. (10) and (12). This so called "Mutuality 
Principle" can be expressed in a general way: 
Z" = с or С = с' (13a) 
D~ = d or D = d~ (13b) 
A consequence of eq. 13a - 13b is, as can be seen easily on comparing 
eq. (9) with eq. (11) and eq. (10) with eq. (12) and making use of 
C . = 1/CT. , which is also derived -from these equations that the 
jj 11 ч 
following relations apply: 
с: С D. 
-4- = D - 0- - С -І- = D. 
С . о СТ. о С . ι 
11 11 11 J 
^ - - С and ¿ " С (14-18) 
11 J 11 J J 
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The Cotransport Criterion. 
When both sites of the transport mechanism are transport sites, 
and when two different ions occupying the two sites are transported with 
the same velocity, the following relations should hold, as shown by 
Borst-Pauwels (1975) 
ATJC. - АТС. - A. (19) 
1 11 ι jj j 
Single-site transport through a negatively charged membrane. 
Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels (1976) showed that ion transport, 
mediated by a single-site transport mechanism across a charged membrane, 
is also described by equation (3). For single-site transport across a 
non-charged membrane the rate of uptake is given by the Michaelis-Menten 
equation: 
V sì V s . 
m ι m ι 
К + s. К + s. 
m i m i 
s! refers to the concentration of s. near the membrane. For non-charged 
1 1 ° 
membranes, this concentration equals the concentration in the bulk 
aqueous phase (s.) and then the Michaelis-Menten equation given above 
refers also to the bulk aqueous phase concentration of s.. 
However, most biological membranes are negatively charged. This is 
also true for the yeast cell (Fuhrmann, Boehm and Theuvenet, 1976). Then 
the cation concentration near the membrane surface will be larger than 
the cation concentration in the bulk aqueous phase. The concentration 
near the membrane depends upon the surface potential, caused by the 
fixed charges on the membrane. The relation between monovalent cation 
concentration near the membrane (s") at various values of the bulk 
concentration (s) and the surface potential (Ψ) is given by: 
-47kT ,,,„. 
s = s e = sy (20) 
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k is the BolCzmann constant, Τ is the value of the temperature in 
degrees of Kelvin. Differences in activity coefficients or in the state 
of the water between the hulk aqueous phase and the membrane region 
are neglected. 
The Michaelis-Menten equation for single-site transport of a 
cation s. in the presence of another monovalent competing cation s. 
across a negatively charged membrane is given by: 
1
 к 
m 
V s . 
m ι 
К 
m.app 
V sT 
m ι 
(i • f i ) + . : 
+ s . 
1 
V s .y 
m ι 
К (1 + S i y ) + s .y К 
m -rf— i/ m 
J У 
V i 
s i y 
(.
 + ^ - ) + s. 
(21) 
For details of this theory see Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels (1976). 
Increasing the ionic strength of the medium will affect the magnitude 
of the surface potential (by screening the negative charges and maybe 
also by binding of cations to the negative groups on the membrane). 
Therefore increasing either the substrate ion concentration or that of 
other cations will result in a reduction in the "accumulating" effect 
of the membrane. When the substrate ion decreases Ψ to a less negative 
value, an increase in the apparent К will occur. The К will no longer 
r r
 m m " 
be constant. Deviations from Michaelis-Menten kinetics will come to the 
fore, provided that the transport mechanism is still not saturated with 
s. in the range of concentrations in which the substrate cation affects 
the surface potential. In that case apparent two-site kinetics will be 
found. However, when the sites of the transport mechanism are already 
saturated, a decrease in ψ will have no effect at all on the kinetics of 
the uptake of s.. When other ions (s.) cause a decrease in f, Michaelis-
Menten kinetics will still apply. Only the apparent К will rise, due to 
m 
the decrease in y. 
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Dual Mechanism. 
A third model giving rise to a quadratic rate equation is the so 
called dual mechanism, consisting of two simultaneously operating 
single-site transport processes each being described by the Michaelis-
Menten equation. Summation of the two Michaelis-Menten equations leads 
to a rate equation of the form of equation (3) 
Discrimination between the different models giving rise to a quadratic 
rate equation. 
For yeast the models underlying equation (3) are: 
a. two-site non-carrier transport. 
b. transport via a dual mechanism, i.e. two 
single-site non-carrier transport mechanisms 
for one ion species. 
c. single-site non-carrier transport across a 
charged membrane. 
It is possible to discriminate between the various models by determining 
the coefficients A -D. according to eq. (4)-(7), thus by studying the 
influence of other ions (s.) on the coefficients Α-D of the transport of 
ion s. (Borst-Pauwels, 1975). Peculiar relations between the coefficients 
A -D. are typical for the various models involved. In case of a dual 
о J 
mechanism the unequality 
A/B + BC/A < D (22) 
applies, and a concave Hofstee-plot will be found. When 
A/B + BC/A > D one of the two maximal rates of uptake (V or 
V.) of the two simultaneous uptake processes will be negative, and a 
convex Hofstee-plot is found. In addition V. and V- are independent of 
the concentration of an added substrate s., whereas in the case of two-
1 
site transport, or when single-site non-carrier transport across a 
negatively charged membrane applies, calculated values of apparent V. 
and V_ according to the dual mechanism model will be functions of s.. 
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A 
В 
С 
D 
= 
= 
= 
= 
V
, 
V
. 
K
. 
K
. 
^ 
+ 
K7 
+ 
+ v ? K i 
V ? 
K 2 
V. and V- are calculated from (23 - 26) according to Borst-Pauwels (1973), 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
In case of single-site cation translocation across a negatively charged 
membrane the following equations should hold: 
A. = В and C.. + 1 - D. (27) 
J JJ J 
2-Site uptake across a negatively charged membrane still giving 
rise to a quadratic rate equation. 
When the cell membrane is negatively charged, the effect of the 
negative surface potential should also be taken into account. Then the 
rate equation is given by: 
(A0 + ΣΑ, s."-)sì + Bs72 
о Тс к ι ι 
к 
с
о
+
 і
с
К
 +
 ^
c i k s i s ¿ + <+ ц ;) ·ϊ+ s i 2 
(28) 
in which A , С and D are the values of A , С and D respectively, 
о о о о о о
 r
 •" 
expected when no cations are present except s.. С is the value of C, , 
when only one site is occupied by s, and the other site is unoccupied. 
However, it should be realized that A and also В still depend upon the 
intracellular pH, and therefore indirectly upon the medium pH, see 
Theuvenet, Roomans and Borst-Pauwels (1977). 
Replacing s' with proper index by sy and dividing both the numerator 
2 
and the denominator by у leads to: 
- 4 7 -
( r ^ V k ) ' i * B si 2 
( С0 C°s . fX? ν 
-2+ Г_ІЛ+ r ζ С..влв. J + / — + Σ D.s. ί s. + s. 
у
2
 к У 1 к 1 к 1 к ' V ,
 к
 к
 Ч
 1 1 
(29) 
s., Sj^  and s. refer to the concentrations in the bulk fase of the 
solution. According to the Gouy-Chapman equation (Theuvenet and 
Borst-Pauwels, 1976) y is given implicitely by: 
Φ » (Es + s.) (y - 2 + y"1) (30) 
1 1 1 
Φ
2
 Φ 
1 + - \/ + (31) 
2(Es + s ) \/ 4(13, + s.) Zs. + s. 
1 1 1 V χ 1 i ! 1 
2 
Φ is proportional to τ , τ is the charge density of the membrane, y can 
be approximated by eq. (32) and (33) when only the added cation s. 
J 
affects Ψ and not s., and when the other ions s. and s are kept at a 
fixed concentration. 
1/y - ct + 3s. + ys. (32) 
2 
1/y » 6 + es. + Cs. (33) 
α, β, б and e > 0 and γ and ζ < 0. 
Numerical analysis showed that for a value of у = 7 in the absence of 
added s. and s., which is a reasonable estimate for у at pH 4.5 according 
to Theuvenet (1978), and in a range of concentrations of added cation 
s. from 0 to 300 nM, values of α - ζ amount to α = 0.021, β = 4.32 I0~ , 
-7 -ή 
γ = - 3. 10 , δ = 0.144, ε = 0.00141 and ζ = -3.9 10 (Borst-Pauwels, 
in preparation). 
On eliminating у from equations (32,33) we get again a quadratic rate 
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equation provided all terms containing concentrations or products 
of concentrations with a power exeeding 2 (thus in s. s. , (n+m) 
^ 2) are taken as zero by approximation. In addition according to 
Theuvenet (1978) A 0 » 0 probably. 
о 
[(A
o
)
 +
 (A.)s.] s.
 +
 (B)s.2 
(C ) + (C.)s. + (C..)s.2 + (D ) + (D.)s. s. + s.2 
о J J J J J 1_о J j j i i 
The brackets denote that the coefficients involved should be dis­
tinguished from those expected when changes in the surface potential 
are not accounted for. The coefficients of eq. (34) are related to 
(34) 
A - D. by: 
о J 
<Ao> 
(A.) 
(B) 
( C
o> 
(C.) 
( C . . ) 
( D
o> 
(D.) 
= 
-
-
= 
-
= 
= 
-
¡Vk 
A. 
J 
В 
aC 0 + 
О 
ßc0 + 
о 
YC 0 + 
О 
6D0 + 
о 
eD0
 + 
0 
&K\+ 
cK\+ 
l < \ + 
E D k s k 
D. 
J 
Z E C k i s k s i 
«іЛ
 + 6cj 
C . + ec? 
JJ J 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
When s. is the substrate of which the uptake rate is studied in the 
presence of added ion s., in equation (34), all indices i should be 
replaced by j and all indices j by i. In addition the coefficients should 
be provided by a prime. On eliminating y and allowing only concentrations 
or products of concentrations with a power not exceeding 2 we get: 
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(АГ) + (Ape. в + ( I D s . 2 (_ о 1 I j J J 
IT. » 
((Г) + ( C : ) s . + ( C : . ) s . 2 + KD-) + ( D r ) s . l s . + s . 2 
o' 1 1 11 ι 0 1 1 J J 
(43) 
with 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
: C l V l > / M (47) 
(48) 
(49) 
+ 6 D ^ + ÏD^sk) / M (50) 
(51) 
M = yC0^ + KlC?*s, + ζΌ°^ + 1 (52) 
' о
 ъ
 к к о 
Quite analogous to the equations (14) - (18), the following relations 
exist between the kinetical coeffients. These relations follow on 
applying the mutuality principle, which still holds, because replacing 
s^ by sy and the elimination of у is carried out in the v- and the w-
function in quite the same way. Therefore the equality of the numerators 
of the v- and w-functions found on varying either s. or s. still holds. 
<A;> 
(AT) 
( Щ 
<c;> 
(¿i) 
(c:.) 
( D;> 
(D:) 
» 
-
-
_ 
-
-
= 
-
r v k / M 
A : / M 
В" / M 
(aC°~ + 6EC°~sk + ς : 
асі
л + бе-) / M 
cìi ι м 
<< + <\+ « 
(EC^ + D ' ) / M 
(cp 
« 4 i > 
^Ù' 
(с:.) 
= (D ) 
- ( C . ) 
( c ; ) 
(c:.) 
1 
(c:.) 
• icJ 
- « j j ' 
(DT) 
(CT.) 
(DJ 
(53) - (57) 
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Ву means of eq. (36), (45) and (49) equation (19) becomes: 
(A:> 
(Ape., = (A.) (58) 
(CT.) 1 J J J 
That means that the cotransport criterion also holds for the rate 
equations with the "new" coefficients. 
In conclusion we have shown that - on accounting for the presence 
of negative groups on the yeast cell membrane, giving rise to a negative 
surface potential, and under conditions that a quadratic rate equation 
still applies, at least by approximation - the relations between the 
various coefficients of s. and of s. are similar to those derived for 
the more simple case, when Ψ = 0 (у • 1, and constant). Both the 
relations based upon the mutuality principle and the cotransport cri­
terion still hold, only the meaning of the coefficients is changed. 
Cubic rate equation. 
Sometimes a cubic rate equation is also found. If a third power 
relationship is found between ν and s., the following possibilities 
may be considered: 
a. Three single-site transport mechanisms operating 
simultaneously. 
b. A dual mechanism, consisting of a two-site non-
carrier and a one-site non-carrier mechanism. 
c. A three-site non-carrier mechanism. 
d. A two-site non-carrier mechanism, mediating transport 
across a charged membrane. 
The third power relationship is given by the following equation: 
.
 2 . 3 
As . + Bs. + Cs. 
Vi » · ^  ^ 2 1 3 <59> 
D + Es. + Fs. + s. 
I l l 
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In this case В and F are linear functions of s., A and E are quadratic 
i 
functions of s., D has a third power relation with s., whereas С is 
independent of s.. 
For case a. and b. the rate equation can be obtained by adding 
three or two independent uptake processes. The derivation of the 
equation for two-site transport across a charged membrane giving rise 
to three-site kinetics is shown below. 
We begin again with eq. (29). However, for the elimination of y, we 
will apply another approximation, introduced by Borst-Pauwels (1975), 
namely: 
Ъф + Es + s. 
1 1 1 
y - (60) 
сф + ads, + s.) 
1 1 
This particular approximation is used as in that case of the elimination 
of y in eq. (29) a third power in the numerator is obtained, which 
is necessary to explain the third power relation found for the uptake 
of Cs . The values of a, b and с depend upon the quotient Φ/ (Σβ + s.) 
1 1 
and upon the range of s. applied. In fact the situation is even more 
complex. A decrease in y will lead to an increase in Φ, due to deprotoni-
zation of the negative groups on the cell membrane, when the pH near the 
membrane increases. However, it has been shown by means of a numerical 
analysis, that the formulation of eq. (60) applies as an approximation, 
though with other values of the coefficients namely a - 0.72, b » 0.97, 
с = 0.032 with Φ » 280, on taking у in the absence of s. equal to 7 at 
pH A.5 (Theuvenet, 1978). 
Inserting eq. (60) into e< 
(note 1) we get the cubic rate equation (59). 
A to F are given by: 
q. (29) and taking by approximation С /у - Q 
A - Σ (aA0 + ЬФА^в, + Σ A, s, Σ s, + А0сФ 1 о 1 1 - . 1 1 . 1 о (61) 
χ . 1 х 1 1 А 
аА
0
 + Σ A, s + ЬФВ + В Σ s, (62) 
1 1 1 1 1 
- 5 2 -
C - В (63) 
D = a lZC°s,s, + сф ZC°B. +ZZZC-,s,s,s + ЪФ ΣΣΟ,.β,β. + (64) 
• . . l i k , 1 1 ,, Ik 1 к m ,. Ik 1 к Ik 1 1km Ik 
+ Q (ЬФ + Es. ) 
1 i 
E - a ІС°в, + E Z C s ^ s , + cD04 + aD0 Σβ, + ЬФ Σ ϋ ^ , + (65) 
j ^ l l ^. I k l k о 0 1 1 
Ík 1 1 к 
F - aD0 + Σο,s, + ЬФ + Σβ, (66) 
о
 1 1 1 1 1 
s. is another monovalent cation besides s. and s . From eq. (61) and 
(63), taking A 0 - 0 (Theuvenet, 1978) and Za « s . - 45 шМ and on 
realizing that A = ΣΑ s , we get: 
1 1 1 
1 
A = (ЬФ + 45)A (67) 
From (62), (63) and (67) it follows that 
B/C = A / (С(ЬФ + 45)) + ЬФ + 45 « ЬФ + 45 = A/A (68) 
The last approximation is allowed provided A/C « B/C. 
It can be shown, using elaborate mathemathics, that eq. (68) is still 
applicable, if the more accurate approximation (С у = α + ßs. + ys. 
is applied instead of the approximation С /у = Q. The value of С is then 
smaller than the rate of uptake expected at infinitely high concentrations 
of s.. 
ι 
Note 1. 
The approximation is probably allowed, since С /у contributes to the 
value of v. significantly only at low concentrations of s^, at which у 
is virtually constant. At high S£ concentrations at which C°/y2 is not 
any more constant the contribution of C0/y2 will be negligibly small. 
о 
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The type of mechanism and the nunber of sites involved in the uptake 
process 
Introduction. 
Generally the information about the question of the type of 
mechanism and the number of sites involved in the uptake process is 
obtained from the uptake isotherms of a given ion species determined 
under different conditions. The uptake isotherms can be analyzed both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. 
a. Qualitative analysis: 
The shape of the isotherm may give indications as to the nature 
of the uptake mechanism. In the most simple case - a single transport 
mechanism with one binding site - we will obtain Michaelis-Menten 
kinetics. However, Borst-Pauwels (1973) showed that in the case of a 
two-site mechanism, Michaelis-Menten kinetics may also come to the fore. 
Normally, however, either concave or convex Hofstee-plots will be found 
in case of a two-site transport mechanism. Only in the specific case that 
A/B +BC/A • D, see eq.(22) a straight line will be found. In the case of 
transport via two independent one-site transport mechanisms for one ion 
species (the so called dual mechanism), only a concave Hofstee-plot 
will be found. Cation uptake via a single-site mechanism across a 
negatively charged membrane may also give rise to concave Hofstee-plots 
(Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels, 1976). When three sites are involved, or 
when two-site transport through a negatively charged membrane occurs, or 
a dual mechanism of a single-site transport and a two-site transport, 
curves may come to the fore in a Hofstee plot, showing both convex and 
concave parts. 
b. Quantitative analysis: 
The analysis of the isotherms by means of the quadratic rate 
equation (3) or cubic rate equation (59), see Theory, results in infor-
mation about the power of s. in the rate equation. The power (m) of s. 
is not necessarily equal to the number of sites (n) involved in the 
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uptake process. As has been shown in Theory, a quadratic rate equation 
may be ascribed for example to a two-site uptake mechanism or to a 
one-site translocation mechanism mediating uptake across a charged 
membrane. Furthermore it is shown that if an uptake isotherm is des-
cribed by a given rate equation, several models are still possible. 
Application of the discrimination criteria discussed in Theory will 
give additional information in this case. 
From the foregoing information it will be clear that statements 
about the nature of the uptake mechanism and the number of sites 
involved, can only be made if both the qualitative and quantitative 
aspects of an isotherm are taken into account. 
In this chapter, the uptake isotherms of Na , Rb and Cs are 
studied. In order to be able to make statements about the nature of 
the sites of the transport model underlying the rate equation we will 
also study particular interactions between the different ion species; 
a subject that will be studied to a greater extent in Chapter Interactions. 
The isotherms will be analyzed by means of appropriate computer programs 
in order to determine the power (m) of the isotherm and to calculate 
the kinetical coefficients. By application of the discrimination 
criteria we will try to determine the number of sites (n) and the nature 
of the uptake mechanism. The involvement of the surface charge will also 
be taken into account. 
Results. 
Two typical curves for the Rb -uptake as a function of time are 
shown in Figure Mech-1, one for a concentration at which the sites are 
+ Rft + 
almost unoccupied with Rb (carrier-free Rb ) and one for a concen-
tration at which the sites are almost saturated with Rb (7 mM Rb ). 
The Hofstee-plot of Rb is given in figure Mech-2. The curve is analyzed 
according to the quadratic rate equation (3) by means of the AD-program. 
It was apparent that the data fitted excellently into the quadratic rate 
equation. The AF-program was also applied, and it appeared that the 
experimental data could not be fitted to the cubic rate equation (59). 
The coefficients of s. in eq. (3) are given in table Mech-I. 
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Fig. Mech-1.: Uptake curves 
for Rb at a low concentra­
tion (carrier-free) (A) and 
at a high concentration (7 шМ) 
(В). Abcissa: time in seconds. 
Ordinate (C): counts χ IO3. 
(100 sec)"1. For further 
details see methods. The inter­
cept with the ordinate is due 
to background (W 70) and to 
incomplete removal of Rb from 
the cellwall during the 
washing procedure. 
V 
5 
5 N 
r 
Fig. Mech-2.: Hofstee-plot (v 
against v/s) of the Rb -uptake 
in 45 mM Tris-succinate buffer 
at pH 4.5. ν is given in inmoles 
Rb+. min-', kg-' dry yeast, v/s 
is given in 1. kg"', min-'. The 
experiment was carried out in 
quadruplo. The s.e.m. is given 
in the fig. 
The line drawn in calculated 
according to eq. (3) by means 
of the AD-program, see text. 
6 V/S 
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Coefficients EO. 3 Coefficients 
A 0.50 35 ЗЛ A 
В 
Q
Rb+ 
17 
0.21 
2.03 
Na+ 
4.7 
63 
127 
^ 
9.6 
29 
30 
N
a
+ 
224 
89 
4.7 
386 
1007 
151 
EQ . 59 
-
+
x 
124 
181 
11.6 
961 
409 
74 
Table Mech-1. : 
Coefficients of the Rb -, Na - and Cs -uptake isotherms according 
to eq. (3) (quadratic rate eq.) for Rb , Na and Cs and eq. (59) 
(cubic rate eq.) for Na+ and Cs . For eq. (3) A is expressed in 
nmoles .I .min-'.kg dry yeast, В in mmoles.min-1.kg-1 dry yeast, 
С in nii2 and D in mM. for eq. (59) the units are respectively: 
nmoles . 1 z.niin .kg dry yeast for A, nnDoles . 1 .тіп^.кз-1 dry 
yeast for B, mmoles.min .kg-' dry yeast for С, mM^ for D, mM for 
E and mM for F. Cs + T refers to experiment I of the Cs
+
-uptake. 
As can be seen from figure Mech-2, the Rb -Hofstee-plot has a convex 
shape and cannot be described by Michaelis-Menten kinetics. According 
to eq. (22), the convex curve will occur when A/B + BC/A > D. As pointed 
out in Theory this means that the Rb -uptake mechanism is only described 
satisfactorily by a two-site transport mechanism. A one-site uptake 
mechanism, mediating cation transport across a negatively charged 
membrane is not involved, if this were the case concave Hofstee-plots 
would be found (Theuvenet and Borst-Pauwels, 1976). The same holds for 
a dual mechanism (Borst-Pauwels, 1973). 
The Hofstee-plot of Na -uptake is given in figure Mech-3. 
The Hofstee-plot of Na has a concave shape. The curve is analyzed by 
means of both the AD-program (quadratic rate equation) and the AF-program 
(cubic rate equation). Both programs showed a rather poor fitting, see 
table Mech-2. If a cubic rate equation is involved, instead of a quadratic 
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Fig. Mech-3.: Hofstee-
plot of the Na+-uptake 
isotherm at different 
Rb concentrations: 
o = 0 mM, · = 2 . 5 π Μ RbCl 
and χ = 0.2 шМ RbCl, in 
45 mM Tris-succinate of 
pH 4.5. ν and v/s are 
given as in fig. Mech-2. 
The isotherms with 0 and 
2.5 mM RbCl are the mean 
of experiments carried 
out in triplo. The s.e.m. 
is given in the figure. 
The isotherm with 0.2 mM 
RbCl refers to a single 
experiment. The lines 
drawn are calculated 
according to equation (3) 
by means of the AD-program, 
see also text. 
0-8 V/5 
rate equation, a far better fitting to the cubic rate equation would be 
expected. However, this was not the case. Therefore, there is no reason to 
prefer a third power relation between v. and s. to a quadratic rate 
equation. Since concave curves are found it might theoretically be possible 
that Na -uptake proceeds via a dual mechanism, or via a single-site 
mechanism when the surface potential is decreased on increasing the Na 
concentration, in a range of concentrations at which the uptake sites are 
still partially unoccupied, instead of by a two-site mechanism. To see 
whether or not the Na -uptake can be described by one of these two 
mechanisms, the effect of the competing cation Rb on Na -uptake was inves­
tigated. It is seen from fig. Mech-3 that 0.2 mM RbCl stimulates at all 
Na -concentrations. Furthermore 2.5 mM RbCl stimulates at high Na -
concentrations. Na -uptake at 2.5 mM RbCl gives rise to a straight line 
in the Hofstee-plot. This enables us to estimate the maximum uptake rate 
accurately. The values for the kinetical coefficients of s. in the quadra­
tic rate equation are given in table Mech-3. 
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Experiment 
Cs -uptake pH Α.5 
CsTT-uptake pH 4.5 
Cs -uptake pH 4.5 
Na-uptake pH 4.5 
EQ. 3 
17.4 
14.8 
19.3 
51.4 
(ld ) Ι η 
EQ. 59 
1.5 
3.7 
2.3 
2.3 
3.4 
45.8 
for С 
11.6 
17 
9.6 
13.5 
17 
4.7 
В/С 
15 
109 
I.l 
9 
156 
19 
Table Mech-2.: 
Analysis of three Cs -uptake isotherms and one Na -uptake isotherm 
at pH 4.5, according to the quadratic rate equation (3) and the cubic 
rate equation (59). As a measure for the fitting, the mean sum of the 
differences (d) to the square between the experimental and theoretical 
velocities was taken. The differences are given in % of the experimental 
velocity, η is the number of experimental data per isotherm. The Cs + T-
isotherm is given in fig. Mech-3. In addition the values of (Ed^) / η 
and B/C are calculated with a prefixed C-value of 17 for the Cs + T and 
Cs + -uptake isotherm. 
Coefficient 
A 
о 
A. 
J 
В 
С 
о 
С. 
J 
Cjj 
D 
о 
D. 
Values 
35 
746 
4.7 
63 
573 
665 
127 
133 
Table Mech-3.: 
Values of the kinetical coefficients of 
the influence of Rb on the Na -uptake at 
pH 4.5. The data are obtained from an 
analysis of fig. Mech-3 according to 
T0TPR0G and with a fixed value of B, 
obtained after extrapolation of the iso­
therm with 2.5 mM added RbCl. 
The dimensions of A , В, С and D have 
already been given in table Mech-ΐ. A. 
is expressed in inmoles.min-'.kg dry 
yeast, C. is expressed in mM, C . and D. 
are dimensionless. 
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When dealing with a dual mechanism the following inequality should 
hold (see Borst-Pauwels, 1973, 1975): 
А ВС 
- + — < D (22) 
В A 
otherwise one of the two maximal rates of uptake will be negative, which 
is not permitted in the case of a dual mechanism. From the results given 
in table Mech-1, it appears that A/B + BC/A = 16 and D » 127. This means 
that the inequality (22) applies and that a dual mechanism is possible. 
However, RbCl stimulates the Na -uptake (see fig. Mech-3), which is 
impossible in the case of a dual mechanism, because inhibition due to 
competition of Rb with Na for the binding sites would have been expected 
in that case. In addition the computed values of the maximal rates 
of uptake of the separate processes according to the dual mechanism model, 
V. and V., depend upon s. (» Rb ), see table Mech-4: 
s. - Rb+ 
J 
0 mM 
0.2 mM 
2.5 nM 
Table Mech-4. : 
Kl 
0.50 
1.35 
12.65 
V
. 
0.26 
1.17 
4.23 
K2 
126.5 
152.7 
447.4 
V2 
4.44 
3.53 
0.47 
Analysis of the Na -uptake according to the dual mechanism model. 
vl» v2» 1^ ап<* K2 0* t'le N a + - u P t a k e isotherms at pH 4.5. The para­
meters are calculated according to eq. (13) and (14) of Borst-Pauwels 
(1973):
 7 , 
K. . - 0.5D + 0.5 (D - 4C) 5 
' 2 J 
V = 0.5B + 0.5 (BD - 2A)/(D - 4C)ä 
K] 2 a r e expressed in mM; Vj 2 in mmoles.min-'.kg-' dry yeast. 
The coefficients A to D for the different RbCl concentrations were 
calculated by means of the data of Table Mech-3, and applying equations 
(4), (6) and (7). 
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An uptake process via a single-site mechanism across a charged membrane 
may also be excluded. In that case eq. (10) of Borst-Pauwels (1975) 
should apply: 
A. 
J 
В 
and C . + 1 
JJ 
(27) 
Using the figures from table Mech-3, it can be shown that these equations 
do not apply. It appeared that A. » 746 for s. • Rb and В = 4.7. In 
addition C . + 1 = 666. whereas D. » 133. In both cases a large 
JJ J 
difference exists between the theoretical values and the experimental 
data. Therefore there remains as the most likely model for Na -uptake 
a two-site model. For such a model no restrictions exist as to the 
relative values of the kinetical coefficients, see Theory. In addition 
stimulation of Na -uptake by Rb (fig. Mech-3) can be envisaged by such 
a model. For example, when the rate constant of translocation of Na 
through the cell-membrane is far greater when one site is occupied by 
Rb and the other by Na than when both sites are occupied by Na , 
stimulation of Na -uptake will occur on replacing one Na by one Rb 
leaving the other site still occupied by Na . 
The Hofstee-plot of the Cs -uptake is given in figure Mech-4. 
Fig. Mech-4.: Hofstee-plot of 
the Cs^uptake in 45 mM Tris-
succinate pH 4.5 (Exp I). The 
data are plotted as in fig. 
Mech-2. The experiment was 
carried out in triplo. The 
s.e.m. is given in the figure. 
The lines drawn are calculated 
according to eq. (3) (broken 
line) and eq. (59) (solid line). 
0-3 V/5 
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At low concentrations the Cs -Hofstee-plot has a similar (convex) 
shape as the Rb -Hofstee plot. However, at high concentrations the curve 
becomes concave. The curve was analyzed both with the AD- and the AF-
program. The results of these calculations are given in table Mech-1. 
Table Mech-2 shows that the cubic rate equation (59) gives a much 
better description for the Cs -Hofstee-plot than the quadratic rate 
equation (3). The same conclusion may be drawn from figure Mech-4. 
The Hofstee-plot at relatively low Cs concentrations has a convex 
shape. This means that the uptake mechanism has at least two binding 
sites for Cs , excluding the possibility that three simultaneously 
operating single-site transport mechanisms are involved. At relatively 
high concentrations the Hofstee-plot has a concave shape. These findings 
can be explained when the uptake of Cs takes place via one of the 
following mechanisms : 
a. A dual mechanism, consisting of a two-site and a one-site 
uptake mechanism. 
b. A two-site uptake mechanism, mediating transport across a 
charged membrane. 
c. A three-site uptake mechanism. 
ad a. Dual mechanism. 
The first possibility can be rejected on studying the influence 
+ flft + 
of Cs on the carrier-free Rb -uptake, see figure Mech-5. 
It has been to be expected, since Rb is transported via a two-site 
mechanism, that when Cs is translocated via a dual mechanism, consisting 
of a two-site and a one-site uptake mechanism, the Hofstee-plot of the 
+ ЯЛ + 
influence of Cs on the carrier-free Rb -uptake will be described by 
the quadratic rate equation and not by a cubic rate equation. However, 
as can be seen from figure Mech-5 the Hofstee-plot can only be described 
satisfactorily by the cubic rate equation. This shows that the deviations from a quadratic rate equation found with Cs cannot be explained by 
the additional operation of a very specific Cs -translocation mechani 
besides the normal Rb (K ) translocation mechanism. 
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Fig. Mech-5.: The influence 
of Cs + on the 86Rb+-uptake 
at pH 4.5. The experimental 
data are given by the dots. 
The experiment was carried 
out in triplo. The s.e.m. 
is given in the figure. The 
line represents the best 
fitting curve according to 
the AF-program. 
ν (= (v/s)
nK. . [Cs
+3) is given 
' (v/s) 'Rbli l> -in mmoles.kg ; v/s (=
Rb ) is given in l.kg. '.min '. 
Λ V/S 
ad b. Two-site uptake across a charged membrane. 
When Cs is accumulated via a two-site translocation mechanism 
across a negatively charged membrane the value of B/C at pH 4.5 must 
be equal to ЬФ + 45, amounting to 317, see Theory. As can be seen in 
table Mech-2 the experimental values of B/C are smaller than the theoretical 
value, even when taking С somewhat higher than the value calculated from 
2 the best fitting curve, which still gives reasonable values of (M ) / n. 
The value of С = 17 is chosen because this is an estimate of the value 
of С based upon the assumption that Cs -uptake at pH 4.5 proceeds about 
1.7 times more rapidly at full saturation of the transport sites with Cs 
than at pH 7., quite analogous to what has been found for Rb -uptake 
(Theuvenet, Roomans and Borst-Pauwels, 1977). However, the application of 
у = (ЬФ + Zs + s.) / (сФ + aCEs. + s.)) is only an approximation, and 
a definite answer can only be given when non-approximated equations are 
applied. However, at this stage of investigation we are technically 
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incapable of carrying out such an analysis. On the other hand there 
are qualitative indications that the deviation from a quadratic rate 
equation found for Cs -uptake is due to the interference of a surface 
potential (Ψ) with uptake. Theoretically, the effect of Ψ upon the 
uptake of s. will be negligibly small at high concentrations of an added 
cation s. because in that case approximately all binding sites are 
occupied by ions (s. and s.). This will be especially the case when the 
affinity of s. to the binding sites is high, as it is in the case of s. -
Rb • Then the relative occupation - that means the ratio of the sites 
occupied with s. or s. - will change but not the total occupation. 
Therefore it has to be expected that at high Rb concentrations 
the Cs -uptake isotherm will show a trend towards a quadratic relation, 
because a decrease in Ψ occurring on increasing s. will no longer 
affect the kinetics of Cs -uptake. For this reason the influence of RbCl 
on the Cs -uptake at pH 4.5 was studied, see figure Mech-6. 
Fig. Mech-6.: Hofstee-plots of the 
influence of Rb+ on the Cs+-uptake 
isotherm at pH 4.5. 
• = no Rb+, о = 0.5 mM, О = 2 mM, 
Δ = 8 mM and χ = 16 mM RbCl. 
The lines drawn are not calculated. 
ν and v/s are given as in fig. 
Mech-2. 
3 v/s 
As can be seen from figure figure Mech-6 the concave deviation in the 
Hofstee-plot, at relatively high Cs concentrations disappears at high 
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Rb -concentrations, which indicates that Ψ is no longer affecting the 
uptake. 
When the Cs -uptake at pH 4.5 is affected by changes in the surface 
potential, caused by increasing concentrations of Cs , it might be ex­
pected that these effects are smaller or even absent at high pH, because 
at high pH the apparent affinity of Cs to the translocation sites is 
much greater than at low pH. Therefore saturation of the translocation 
sites at high pH will occur at relatively lower Cs concentrations than 
at low pH, and there will be less chance that the surface potential is 
seriously affected by Cs before saturation of the translocation sites 
occurs. In fig. Mech-7 the Hofstee-plot of the Cs -uptake at pH 7.0 
is given. 
Fig. Mech-7.: Hofstee-plot of 
the Cs^-uptake at pH 7.0. The 
line drawn is the best fitting 
curve according to the AD-program. 
The experiment was carried out 
in triple. The s.e.m. is given 
in the figure. 
ν and v/s are given as in fig. 
Mech-2. 
1 2 3 V/S 
As is seen in this figure, there is no indication for a cubic relation 
between ν and s, just as was expected. 
ad c. Uptake via a three-site mechanism. 
The possibility that Cs -uptake is mediated via a three-site 
mechanism cannot be ruled out completely. However, this would then mean 
that either Rb -uptake proceeds via another mechanism than Cs -uptake 
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ог that during Rb -uptake the third site is somehow "masked". The latter 
may be true, for example when the third site has a very high affinity 
to Rb being already saturated at very low Rb concentrations. 
Discussion. 
The results presented in this chapter clearly show that, at least 
within a concentration range of 0 - 10 mM, the Rb -uptake by yeast can 
be explained by a two-site uptake mechanism. 
This has already been shown by Borst-Pauwels, Wolters and Hendricks 
(1971)· However, we have described the Rb -transport with a more general 
equation than applied by Borst-Pauwels et al. The fact that no indication 
is found of the interference of Ψ with the Rb -uptake, which may result 
in a cubic rate equation, can be ascribed to the relative high affinity 
of Rb for the translocator, (ten times higher than Cs ). The uptake 
mechanism will be fully occupied by Rb before у is affected to an extent 
that deviations from two site kinetics will come to the fore. 
The Na -uptake is also described satisfactorily by a two-site 
uptake mechanism, though concentrations of Na being applied are rather 
high and appreciable descreases in Ψ are expected, this is not necessarily 
in contradiction with theoretical expectations. As has been shown in 
Theory, a substrate cation may effect f, whereas a quadratic rate 
equation may still be applicable, at least by approximation. 
The Cs -uptake can only be satisfactorily described by the cubic 
rate equation (59). The question whether this should be ascribed to a 
two-site uptake mechanism mediating transport across a charged membrane, 
or to a three-site uptake mechanism cannot be answered explicitly. 
However, the fact that both the Rb -uptake and the Na -uptake are 
described well by the quadratic rate equation indicates that these 
translocations proceed via a two-site mechanism, suggesting that the 
Cs -uptake also takes place via a two-site uptake mechanism. Though 
a quantitative analysis of the Cs -Hofstee-plot does not give a satis­
factory proof that this is indeed the case, there are two important 
indications that support that view. At pH 7.0 the Cs -Hofstee-plot is 
described by the quadratic rate equation , which may be expected, 
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because at that pH the affinity of Cs for the sites is much higher 
than at pH 4.5, and saturation of the sites by Cs may be completed 
before Ψ is affected. Also the fact that the concave deviations in the 
Cs -Hofstee-plot disappear at high Rb concentrations is an indication 
that a two-site translocation mechanism is involved, and that the cubic 
relation found at low pH and in the absence of added Rb is due to a 
decrease in Ψ occuring on increasing the Cs concentration. 
For a comparison of our findings and the results of Armstrong and 
Rothstein (1964, 1967) see General Discussion. 
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Interactions between the different ion species 
Introduction 
In this chapter the uptake of monovalent cations, according to 
a two-site uptake mechanism, is analyzed. 
Borst-Pauwels (1973) showed that in the case of a two-site transport 
different Hofstee-plots may be found, namely convex-, concave-and 
straight ones. The shape of the Hofstee-plot may change completely by 
the varying of the concentration of competing ions. Changes from a 
convex into a concave Hofstee-plot or the reverse are possible. 
According to eq. (4) - (7) certain relations should hold between 
the coefficients of s. and the interfering ions s.. 
1
 •? 
Attention is also paid to the Cotransport Criterion, see Theory. 
This criterion may be applied to investigate whether or not two ions, 
occupying a different site of the transport mechanism, are translocated 
with the same velocity. The applicability of the criterion has important 
implications as to the question whether Rb is transported actively or 
passively, see General Introduction. 
Furthermore it is shown in Theory that certain relations should 
exist between the coefficients of the uptake of ions s. and s., obtained 
ι J 
by studying the influence on each other's uptake. These relations, which 
are called the Mutuality Principle, should apply when both ions are 
translocated via the same uptake mechanism. 
.+ + + + + 
In this chapter the influence of Li , Na , К and Cs on the Rb -
uptake, and the influence of Rb on the Na -uptake is studied to see whether 
or not the predicted changes in the Hofstee-plots occur, and if the 
relations between s. and the coefficients of s. are applicable. The 
J г 
Cotransport Criterion and the Mutuality Principle are also tested and 
the implications of these tests are discussed. 
Results 
A: The influence of Li on the Rb -uptake. 
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The influence of different Li concentrations on the Rb -uptake 
isotherm was studied at pH 4.5 and pH 7.2. The results of these 
experiments are given in figure Int-1 and Int-2. 
2 U 6 V/S 
Fig. Int-1.: The influence of 
\A* on the Rb+-uptake isotherm 
at pH 4.5. The isotherm with the 
Li concentration of IO mM is 
omitted for the sake of clearness. 
o = 0 mM; χ - 30 mM; · - 100 mM 
and + = 300 mM LiCl added. The 
curves were computed by means of 
the AD-program. The dimensions 
of ν and v/s are the same as in 
fig. Mech-2. 
Fig. Int-2. : The influence 
of Li"1" on the Rb+-isotherm 
at pH 7.2. The isotherms 
with the Li+ concentrations 
of 60 and 200 mM are omitted. 
• = 0 mM; о = 30 mM and + = 
150 mM LiCl added. For the 
dimensions of ν and v/s see 
the text to fig. Mech-2. 
16 32 V/S 
All isotherms at pH 4.5 have a convex shape, i.e. Li does not affect 
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the type of the isotherm. At all concentrations of Li inhibition 
occurs. The percentage of inhibition decreases with increasing Rb 
concentrations. At pH 7.2 the isotherms consist almost of a straight 
line. Neglecting the small deviations from linearity observed at the 
lowest Rb concentrations, the Rb -uptake isotherms can be described 
by the Michaelis-Henten equation. For the linear part of the curves, 
the rate equation is given by equation (69), see Borst-Pauwels (1973). 
ν = Bs / ((D - A/B) + s) (69) 
The kinetical coefficients for the Rb -uptake at varying Li concen­
trations are calculated by means of the AD-program, fitting the data 
to a quadratic rate equation (3). 
Figures Int. 3-5 show the dependence of the kinetical coefficients upon 
the Li concentration at pH 4.5, whereas for D also the dependence is 
given at pH 7.2. A and D are linearly related to the Li concentration. 
С is related to the Li concentration according to a quadratic relation. 
D 
8 
A 
< 
1 1 
•^ / 
1 
^ 
^ 
/ -
• 
1 
о 
^ 
1 
100 200 LiCl 300 
- 7 6 -
200 LiCl 300 
100 200 300 
Fig. Int-3, A and 5.: 
In these figures the 
coefficients for the Rb -
uptake isotherms of the 
figures Int-1 and 2 in­
cluding those which are 
omitted, are plotted 
against the Li concen­
tration (mM). The data 
are obtained by analyzing 
the isotherms with В kept 
constant at 14.7 inmoles 
Rb .min"'.kg dry yeast. 
For the dimensions of A 
to D see the text to 
table Mech-1. 
In figure Int-3 the open 
circles represent the 
data of the experiment 
carried out at pH 4.5, 
whereas the dots repre­
sent the data of the 
experiment at pH 7.2. 
In figure Int-5, the 
values of С at pH 4.5 
are plotted in two ways: 
the open circles 
represent a plot of С 
against the Li+-concen-
tration, the dots 
represent a plot of 
(C - C0)/Li
+
 against the 
Li+ concentration. 
From these figures the values of A , A., D , D., C. and C . at pH 4.5 and D 
and D. at pH 7.2 are obtained, according to eq. (4), (6) and (7). 
Similar values at pH 7.2 are calculated as follows. From aw-function of 
+ 8fi + 
the effect of Li upon the carrier-free Rb -uptake, values of 
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b - К.1С. and <J - С./С. were obtained, (see eq. 11). Knowing C... 
which has theoretically the same value at pH 4.5 and at pH 7.2, we were 
able to calculate the value of A. and С . В is obtained by means of the 
J J 
appropriate curve fitting program (pH 4.5) or by extrapolation of the 
experimental data according to a straight line (pH 7.2). The values of 
the kinetical coefficients are given in table Int-1. 
Analysis via quadratic equation 
+ 
substrate 
added 
pH 
A 
о 
A. 
J 
В 
С 
о 
С. 
J 
С . 
JJ 
D
o 
D. 
J 
Table Int-
Rb 
Li+ 
4.5 
0.50 
0.025 
14.7 
0.20 
0.0042 
4.3xl0~5 
1.75 
0.023 
К : 
Rb 
Li+ 
7.2 
0.21 
0.022 
12.9 
0.011 
0.0004 
4.3xl0"5 
0.25 
0.021 
Rb 
K+ 
4.5 
0.50 
16.0 
17.0 
0.21 
2.2 
6.2 
2.03 
5.5 
Rb 
ы
а
+ 
4.5 
0.35 
1.04 
12.7 
0.16 
0.21 
0.0025 
1.71 
0.21 
Rb 
Na+ 
7.2 
0.21 
1.46 
9.85 
0.011 
0.057 
0.0049 
0.20 
0.26 
Rb 
Cs+ 
4.5 
0.51 
0.55 
16.0 
0.21 
0.13 
0.021 
2.04 
0.71 
Values of the parameters for the influence of Li , К , Na and Cs on 
the Rb -uptake at pH 4.5 and/or pH 7.2. The values are obtained as 
indicated in the text. A , В, С and D have their usual meanings. A. 
is expressed in inmoles.mm .kg ' dry yeast, C. is expressed in mM, 
C . and D. are scalar. 
JJ J 
B: the influence of К on the Rb -uptake. 
Figure Int-6 shows the influence of 0.1 mM К on the Rb -uptake 
isotherm at pH 4.5. At low Rb concentrations К stimulates, whereas at 
higher Rb concentratie 
competitive inhibition. 
ons К inhibits the Rb -uptake by an apparent 
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Fig. Int-6.: The influence of 
100 μΜ KCl on the Rb+-uptake 
isotherm at pH 4.5. The experi­
mental points are the mean values 
of an experiment carried out in 
quadruplo. The s.e.m. is given 
in the figure. · = no extra 
added KCl, о = 100 μΜ KCl. 
For the dimensions of ν and v/s 
see the text to fig. Mech-2. 
6 V/S 
The kinetical coefficient A - D according to eq. (3) are calculated 
by means of the AD-program for both the Rb -uptake in the absence of 
added К , and for the Rb -uptake in the presence of 0.1 mM К . A and 
'
r
 о 
A. could be calculated from these data according to eq. (4), see table 
^ + + 
Int-1. At 0.3 and 1.0 mM К the uptake isotherms for Rb result in almost 
straight lines in the Hofstee-plot according to eq. (69), see figure 
Int-7. 
Therefore only values of (D - A/B) could be obtained. Knowing B, and 
calculating A by means of eq. (A) with the already determined values of 
A and Α., values of D could be obtained referring to 0.3 and 1.0 mM К . 
° J 
The value of C . is obtained from b = A./C..; b is taken from an experiment 
JJ J JJ _ 
carried out by Borst-Pauwels et al., (1973). С. is obtained from the C-
+ . 
value in the presence of 0.I mM К according to eq. (6). Figure Int-8 
shows that D is linearly related to the К concentration in the medium. 
The values of the kinetical coefficients are given in table Tnt-1. 
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Fig. Int-7. : The influence 
of 0.3 шМ (·) and 1.0 mM (+) 
KCl on the Rb+-uptake (o) at 
pH 4.5. The experimental 
data are the mean values 
of an experiment carried out 
in duplo. For the dimensions 
of ν and v/s see the text to 
fig. Mech-2. 
8 V/5 
Fig. Int-8.: 
Dependence of the 
D-value of the Rb+-
uptake at pH 4.5 
on the K+ concen­
tration. The dimen­
sion of D has 
already been given 
in table Mech-1. 
The value at 0 and 
0. I niM (total 
concentration) are 
from fig. Int-7; 
the value at 0.06 
mM is obtained from 
an experiment of 
which the results 
are not given. The 
values of 0.3 and 
I mM are from 
fig. Int-7. 
8 KCl 
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C: The influence of Na on the Rb -uptake. 
The influence of increasing Na concentrations on the Rb -uptake 
isotherm at pH 4.5 and pH 7.2 was studied. The results of these experiments 
are given in the figures Int-9 and Int-10. 
Fig. Int-9.: Influence of Na on 
the Rb """-up take at pH 4.5. The lines 
drawn represent the curves calculated 
according to TOTPROG. · = 0 mM; 
о = 3 mM; Δ = 30 mM and X = 60 mM 
NaCl. (The. isotherms with 0.5 and 
10 mM NaCl are omitted). For the 
dimensions of ν and v/s see the 
text to fig. Mech-2. 
6 V/S 
Fig. Int-10.: Influence of Na 
on the Rb+-uptake at pH 7.2. 
The lines drawn represent the 
curves calculated according 
to TOTPROG. · = OmM; 0 = 1 0 
mM; Δ = 20 mM and χ = 40 raM 
NaCl. (The isotherm with 6 mM 
NaCl is omitted). For the 
dimensions of ν and v/s see 
the text to fig. Mech-2. 
30 V/S 
+ ял + 
It is seen that Na stimulates the carrier-free Rb -uptake and 
. . + . + + 
inhibits the Rb -uptake at high Rb concentrations. Increasing the Na 
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concentration has a remarkable effect on the Rb -Hofstee plot both at pH 
4.5 and pH 7.2. Fig. 9 and 10 reveal that increasing the Na concentration 
changes the convex Hofstee-plot, via a straight line, into a concave curve. 
This holds for both pH's tested. 
The coefficients of the Rb -uptake isotherms were calculated by means of 
a computer program, fitting a quadratic rate equation, called TOTPROG, see 
Methods, and are given in table Int-1. The AD-program was not applied 
because part of the Hofstee-plots are almost straight lines, in which case 
there is no point in applying the curve fitting program. 
Though the discrepancy between the best fitting curves and the 
experimental data is rather small, there are systematical deviations, 
especially at high pH and in the range of lower Rb concentrations. Our 
results may indicate that at high pH the influence of Na on the Rb -
uptake cannot be described adequately by equation (3). 
D: The influence of Cs on the Rb -uptake. 
The influence of Cs on the Rb -isotherm was studied at pH 4.5. 
The Hofstee-plots were analyzed according to TOTPROG. 
Figure Int-1I shows that low concentrations of Cs stimulate the 
86 + 
rate of uptake of carrier-free Rb . Inhibition occurs only at the higher 
Rb concentrations, whereas high Cs concentrations caused inhibition at 
all Rb concentrations applied. The shape of the Rb -Hofstee-plot is not 
affected by Cs , all curves are convex. 
There is a close correlation between the theoretical curves calculated 
according to TOTPROG and the experimental data. The values of the kinetical 
coefficients are tabulated in table Int-1. 
E: The influence of Rb on the Na -uptake (Na = s.). 
The influence of Rb (s.) on the Na -uptake isotherm was studied at 
pH 4.5, see figure Int-12. See also chapter Mech, fig. Mech-2. 
There is a shift from a concave curve, observed in the absence of added 
Rb or at low Rb concentrations, to a straight line at high Rb 
+ + 
concentrations . At low concentrations Rb stimulates the Na -uptake at 
all Na concentrations applied. At high Rb concentrations Na -uptake is 
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stimilated at high Na concentrations, and inhibited at low Na 
concentrations 
+ 
i 1+ ¿ jP/w J' 
4S 
Fig. Int-1I.: The influence 
of Cs"*' on the Rb+-uptake iso-
therm at pH 4.5. The experimen-
tal data are represented by the 
signs. The solid lines are the 
best fitting curves according 
to TOTPROG. 
о » 0 mM; · - 0.5 mM; о = 1 mM; 
Δ = 2.5 mM; + - 5.0 mM; χ = 7.5 
mM and V - 10 mM CsCl added. 
For the dimensions of ν and v/s 
see the text to fig. Mech-2. 
Fig. Int.-12.: The influence 
of Rb+ (Rb+ = si) on the Na+-
uptake (Na+ = 3j) isotherm 
at pH it.5. The solid lines 
represent the curves accor­
ding to TOTPROG. В is fixed 
•eys 
4.0 mMoles Na+.min . 
dry yeast. 
= 0 mM; о = 0.1 mM; 
= 0.2 mM; + = 0.5 mM; 
= 1.0 mM; χ » 1.5 mM and 
= 2.5 mM RbCl. For the 
dimensions of ν and v/s 
see the text to fig. Mech-
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The lines drawn in the figure are the curves calculated according to 
TOTPROG, with a value of ITprefixed at 4.0 mmoles.min .kg dry yeast. 
The discrepancies between the best fitting curves and the experimental 
data are rather small. The values of the kinetical coefficients which 
are provided with a prime, because they are referring to uptake of ion 
s., see eq. (9) are calculated according to TOTPROG and are given in 
table Int-2. 
Influence of Rb on the Na -uptake pH 4.5. 
Analysis via quadratic equation; varied B"-values. 
A" 
о 
24.2 
27.7 
31.5 
35.4 
39.4 
43.8 
47.8 
52.1 
56.3 
Table 
A I 
487 
547 
612 
679 
746 
818 
886 
960 
1032 
Int-2.: 
B~ 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
3.75 
4.00 
4.25 
4.50 
4.75 
5.00 
o 
40.2 
46.3 
52.7 
59.3 
66.2 
73.4 
80.4 
87.6 
94.8 
CT 
1 
383 
427 
475 
524 
573 
627 
675 
731 
784 
с:. 
11 
433 
486 
545 
605 
665 
728 
791 
885 
920 
о 
90.3 
102 
115 
128 
140 
154 
167 
181 
194 
DT 
1 
81.1 
92.7 
106 
120 
133 
148 
161 
176 
191 
(Z:d2)/n 
59 
56 
53 
51 
49 
48 
48 
47 
46 
Values of the parameters for the influence of Rb on the Na -uptake 
at pH 4.5. The parameters are obtained on applying TOTPROG, and were 
calculated for a range of prefixed B^-values. The dimensions of A" to 
DT are already given in table Int-1. 
These coefficients were calculated for various values of fixed BT It is 
seen that all values increase with IP to about the same proportional extent. 
For values of B~> 4.2 the isotherm at 2.5 niM RbCl is still concave, 
whereas for B~-S 3.75 a concave curve fits the experimental data. The curves 
all fit the experimental data to about the same extend. We have chosen 
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B' =4.0 for the lines drawn in fig. Int-12, because until now there is 
no experimental data available in which rates of uptake deviate 
significantly from the straight line drawn at high Na concentrations 
and at 2.5 idi Rb . However, we are aware that this is rather an arbitrary 
choice. 
F: Comparison of the Rb - and Na -uptake. 
It has been shown in Theory that the following equalities between the 
different coefficients of s. and s. should apply: 
ι j r r J 
c. z D7 
c^ T. =Do сГ7=со ér-'j 
11 11 11 J 
cfT - c j с!т- сіі < , 4 ) -< 1 8> 
li J ii J J 
In table Int-3, it is tested whether or not this is true. It appeared 
that two relations apply very well. С . = C . only applies when B~ < 3, 
but then C" = CT.D and C~ = cT.C did not apply. 
ι 11 о о 11 о 
Checking EQ. (14) - (18) for Rb+- and Na+-uptake pH 4.5 
CT D~ 
-¿r- = 0.86 D = 1.71 -Sr- - 0.21 С = 0.21 
С.. о С.. ι 
11 11 
С~ 1 
7^-= 0.10 С =0.16 -^-=0.0015 С . =0.0025 
С.. о С.. 11 
li 11 J J 
DT 
-±г- = 0.20 D. = 0.21 
ii J 
Table Int-3.: 
Application of the equations (14) - (17) on the Na and the Rb interaction. 
The coefficients are obtained from the tables Int-I and Int-2. 
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G: The Cotransport Criterion applied on the Rb - and the Na -uptake. 
As has been shown in Theory the following equality between the 
different coefficients of s. and s. should apply: 
АГ/С*·.. - A.C.. = A. (19) 
1
 li ι JJ J 
In table Int-4 the results of applying this so called Cotransport 
Criterion are given; i and j stand for Rb and Na respectively. 
Cotransport criterion for Rb and Na pH 4.5. 
AT 
гЙ- = 1.12 АТС. - 1.Θ7 Α. - 1.04 
С. . i jj j 
Table Int-A.: 
Application of the Cotransport Criterion on the Na and Rb interaction. 
The coefficients are obtained from the tables Int-1 and Int-2. 
Discussion 
As pointed out in Theory, s. may change the Hofstee-plots of s. from 
a convex curve into a concave one or vice versa. 
Vhether or not this happens depends upon the properties of the ion species 
concerned. These effects will first of all be discussed in a qualitative 
way. 
A: Qualitative considerations. 
.+ + . 
a. Li - Rb interactions. 
As Li does not alter the shape of the Rb -uptake isotherm, and the 
inhibition of the Rb -uptake by Li decreases with increasing Rb concen­
trations, the interaction of Li with the Rb -uptake consists mainly of 
an apparent competitive inhibition both at pH 4.5 and at pH 7.2. 
The absence of stimulation of the Rb -uptake by Li indicates 
I
'DU ι · •í rñi. ou + гол- τ>ι_ a n d гт · т,і_ í rñi. ™_ + r„, _, . At low pH a Rb, Li Rb, Rb Rb, Rb Li, Rb Rb, Rb Rb, Rb 
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greater part of the sites are occupied by H . Apparently replacing H 
by Li does not increase the rate of Rb -uptake. This indicates that 
r', , . -ί r~ „ and r, . _. ·έ r„ „. , unless activation of the Rb -uptake 
Rb,Li Rb,H Li.Rb H,Rb 
by replacing Η by Li may be masked by additional replacing of Rb by 
Li , that means via competition of Rb and Li for the same sites. 
b. К - Rb interactions. 
The influence of К on the Rb -uptake at pH 4.5 is different to 
that of Li . On increasing the К concentration to 0.3 mM the Hofstee-plot 
changes from a convex curve into a straight line. A further increase 
up to 1 mM К results only in an increase in the apparent К but no longer 
affects the shape of the Hofstee-plot. The change in the К points to a 
competitive type of inhibition. The effect of Li and К on the carrier-
8fi + + 
free Rb -uptake also differs. In the case of Li no significant enhance-
flfi + 
ment of the carrier-free Rb -uptake is found, neither at pH 4.5 nor at 
pH 7.2. On the other hand, increasing the К concentration up to about 
86 + 0.I mM results in an increase of the carrier-free Rb -uptake at pH 
4.5, whereas a further increase leads to a subsequent decrease. This result 
is in agreement with the work of Borst-Pauwels, Schnetkamp and Van Well, 
1973. Thus besides competition between К and Rb , another effect also 
comes to the fore at low Rb concentrations, at which only one site is 
occupied by Rb and the other one mainly by protons. Replacement of the 
protons on the other site by К leads to an increase in the rate of 
translocation. That means that r„ _, or r" > r„ „, or r"" respec-
K., Kb KD,Κ η, KD KD, η 
tively. 
с. Na - Rb interactions. 
Na stimulates the Rb -uptake, whereas at high Rb concentrations both 
at pH 4.5 and at pH 7.2 Na inhibits. At the same time Na affects the 
shape of the Rb -Hofstee-plot. As is in the case of К , besides a compe­
tition between Na and Rb , stimulation of Rb -uptake at low Rb concen­
trations and at low pH comes to the fore. The stimulation by Na ions at 
low Rb concentrations and at low pH may indicate that r" „ or r,T _, > 
r
 ' Rb.Na Na.Rb 
rBu u o r ru nu respectively. At high pH - with few protons present in the 
Kb , η π, Kb 
medium - the transport mechanism will hardly be occupied by Η . Therefore 
activation of Rb -uptake due to replacement of Η by Na is of little 
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ішрогtance. As shown in fig. Int-9 at pH 4.5 Na concentrations up to 
flft + 
60 mM have a stimulating effect on the carrier-free Rb -uptake. At pH 
7.2 a Na concentration as low as 6 mM already has an inhibiting effect. 
In an other experiment it was found that Na concentrations as low as 
86 + 2 and 4 mM inhibit the carrier-free Rb -uptake at pH 7.2. This shows 
that r.T _. ^ r„, _, and r" „ < r^ , _. . At high concentrations of Na Na.Rb Rb,Rb Rb.Na Rb.Rb ь 
the curves appeared to be concave instead of convex. Such concave curves 
can readily be explained, when replacement of Na by Rb at relatively 
high Rb concentrations increases the rate of Rb -translocation, thus 
when r„ _, < r„, „, and/or r~ „ < r~ „, . At pH 7.2 and at very low Na.Rb Rb.Rb Rb.Na Rb.Rb K •' 
Rb concentrations, part of the sites are not occupied by H but by К . 
As low Na concentrations already inhibit the Rb -uptake at pH 7.2 this 
means that r„ „. or r^ , „ < r„ _. or г~_. „. Na.Rb Rb.Na K,Rb Rb,K 
d. Cs - Rb interactions. 
At low Rb concentrations the effect of Cs on the Rb -uptake at 
pH 4.5 greatly resembles the effect of К and Na on the Rb -uptake. 
+ 86 + 
At low Cs concentrations a stimulation of carrier-free Rb -uptake 
is found. This means that r. „, or r^ . ,, > r,, _. or rl¡. „ respectively. 
IfS.KD Kb,LS π, KD KD,π 
At high Cs concentrations Cs inhibits the carrier-free 86RI, -uptake, 
probably by competitive inhibition, or it may be because r„
 D, < r . „, 
CS , KD Kb , Kb 
and/or r^ , „ < r~ , which might be true as shown below. At higher 
Kb,LS Kb,Kb 
Rb concentrations Cs acts like Li , only the apparent К is changed, but 
m 
the shape of the isotherm is not affected. The absence of a shift in the 
type of curve may, however, also be due to the fact that sufficiently 
high Cs concentrations were not applied. At pH 7.2 (results not given) 
5 nil CsCl changes the Rb -Hofstee-plot into a concave curve i.e. the same 
effect as found when applying Na , see above, indicating that r~, „ and/ 
o r rC3,Rb < r№,Rb a n d / o r rRb,Rb· 
e. Rb - Na interactions. 
The effect of Rb on the Na -Hofstee-plot at pH 4.5 shows that the 
concave curve tends to change into a straight line when the Rb concen­
tration is increased. At a Rb concentration of 2.5 mM the Hofstee-plot 
is represented by a straight line within the experimental error. However, 
as shown in table Int-2, reasonable fits can also be made in which either 
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this line is still concave (at high maximal rates ) or in which a convex 
curve is found (namely at low maximal rates). Furthermore, low Rb 
concentration have a stimulating effect on the Na -uptake. At 0.2 mM 
Rb , Na -uptake is stimulated at all Ma concentrations. This may lead 
to the conclusion that r,,, „ and/or r~ _. » г., „ and/or гЛ „ Rb.Na Na.Rb Na.Na Na.Na 
respectively. 
B: Quantitative considerations. 
a. Checking of the relations. 
In chapter Theory it has been shown that certain relations should 
exist between the coefficients of s. of the quadratic rate equation (3) 
and the concentration of an interfering ion species (s.). namely a 
linear relation between A or D and s., and a quadratic relation between 
J + 4. 
С and s.: eq. (4) - (7). In the case of Li , the coefficients of the Rb -
transport can be described satisfactorily by the equations. This means 
that Li acts on the transport mechanism as predicted by the general rate 
equation (3). The same holds for the effect of К or Cs upon the Rb -, 
and for the interaction of Rb with the Na -uptake. The influence of Na 
upon the Rb uptake at pH 4.5 is also described satisfactorily by the 
quadratic rate equation. However, at pH 7.2, a discrepancy is found between 
theory and results, at low Rb concentrations, for the effect of Na upon 
Rb -uptake. 
b. The Cotransport Criterion. 
As can be seen from table Int-4, the Cotransport Criterion holds for 
Na - and Rb -transport. This may have important implications for the 
energising of К (Rb )-transport. With our yeast the internal К concen­
tration is about 300 mM at an external К concentration of 0.013 mM at 
pH 4.5, and 0.006 mM at pH 7.2. The corresponding Nernst potentials for 
К are therefore -260 mV and -280 mV at pH 4.5 and pH 7.2 respectively, 
whereas the potentials determined by means of DDA equilibrium distribution 
amount to -140 mV and -120 mV (inside negative) respectively (Hoeberichts 
et al., in preparation). This means that if К is translocated without 
coupling with another cation uptake process no cotransport would be 
possible, and К -translocation needs to be coupled to some metabolic 
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process delivering the necessary free energy in order to compensate for 
the increase in electrochemical potential. This might proceed via the 
oxidation-reduction mechanism proposed by Conway (1955), or via a neutral 
pump at the expense of energy obtained from ATP splitting. Transport 
is defined by us as being active in that case, see General Introduction 
for our definition of active transport. However, the present results 
show that coupling between uptake of К and other ions is possible. At 
low pH and at low К concentrations one site may be occupied by К and 
the other site by H . When not only Na but also H are contransported 
together with Κ , translocation of the ions will occur from both sites 
simultaneously, and the gain of free energy during H -uptake can be used 
for translocation of К against the electrochemical potential. As dis­
cussed in the Introduction this method is called passive transport as 
long as the sum of the thermodynamic potentials for К and H outside 
the cell is larger than that inside the cell. This will give rise to an 
inward flux of both H and К . Even at pH 7.2, where the proton concen­
tration gradient is approximately zero, a proton motive force still 
exists because ΔΕ <0. In addition cotransport of Tris and/or Na 
with К may contribute to the accumulation of К at high pH. 
c. Checking the Interaction relations (14 - (18). 
These relations hold only by approximation. Two, or maximal three, 
of five relations tested do hold to a high degree, whereas the other 
relations differ by a factor of two. 
Conclusion. 
It may be concluded from the results presented in this chapter that 
the influence of Li , К and Cs on the Rb -uptake, and the interactions 
of Rb with Na -uptake, can be described by a two-site mechanism, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. No reason exists to propose a distinct 
function of the two sites as was done by Armstrong and Rothstein (1964, 
1967), who proposed a transport site and a modifier site. (The question 
whether or not the two sites found by Armstrong and Rothstein and the two 
sites found by us are identical will be discussed in General Discussion). 
The most likely model is a non-carrier model with two sites which both 
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function as transporting sites, and via which the cations are translocated 
via a negatively charged membrane as pointed out in Chapter Mechanism. 
Though it is reasonable to expect that both Na and Li in the concentra-
tions applied would affect the surface potential, the interactions 
(except those of Na + Rb at pH 7.2) are still described by the equations 
expected. As is shown in Theory this is possible provided that certain 
approximations are allowed. Our calculations show, that the difference in 
membrane potential, which according to Riemersma (1974) and Peña (1975) 
is the driving force for К -uptake, is not sufficiently high enough to 
+ 
explain the high accumulation ratio of К . An additional proton-motive 
force, or may be at high pH a Tris- and/or Na -motive force, is needed in 
order to explain the large concentration gradients observed. However, at 
high К concentrations the membrane potential will probably be sufficient­
ly high enough to account for the К accumulation gradients observed. 
The fact that the influence of Na on the Rb -uptake at pH 7.2 is 
not described satisfactorily by the quadratic rate equation, and that the 
equations (14) - (18) only hold by approximation may point to the necessity 
of developing more sophisticated models, or to search for an additional 
transport way along wich Na or Rb is translocated besides the uptake via 
the two-site uptake mechanism. The latter problems will be discussed in 
the next chapter. 
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The Mutuality Principle 
Introduction. 
As discussed in the preceding chapter, some of the theoretically 
derived relations between the coefficients of s. and s. do not apply. 
ι j r r J 
We will now try to examine what the reason may be for the discrepancies 
between theory and experiment. 
When two ions are translocated via the same transport mechanism, as 
is supposed in the former chapter to be the case with the monovalent 
cations, the so called Mutuality Principle should apply. As has been 
shown in Chapter Theory this can be expressed in a simple mathematical 
form when a quadratic rate equation is involved: 
С = с' and D = d' (13) 
Eq. (13) means that the coefficients in the denominator of the equation 
describing the uptake isotherm of ion s. when s. = 0 (v-function) sh 
be equal to the coefficients of the denominator of the equation des­
cribing the influence of 
(w-function). Similarly 
С' = с and D' = d (13) 
for uptake of ion s. as a function of the concentration of s. (v-funrtion), 
and for uptake of ion s. as a function of the concentration of s. 
1
 . .
 J 
(w-function). In the case of a cubic rate equation the coefficients of 
the denominator of the w-function also equals the denominator of the v-
function, thus: 
D = d ' , E = e ' a n d F = f ' , 
(70) 
D' = d , E' = e and F' = f . 
ould 
l с 
ion s. on the uptake of carrier-free ion s. 
ι J 
where the prime again denotes that the coefficients refer to s., and 
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the dots on top of the symbols indicate that the coefficients involved 
refer to a cubic rate equation. 
Roomans, Blasco and Borst-Pauwels (1977) showed that Na ions are 
not only translocated via the monovalent cation translocation mechanism 
but also via a sodium-phosphate cotransport system. One might also 
consider the possibility of the existence of a sodium-glucose cotrans-
port mechanism. When a cotransport is involved the Na -uptake measured 
will be partly due to the cotransport under our experimental conditions 
and application of the Mutuality Principle is no longer permitted, 
unless corrections are made for the uptake via cotransport. 
A second complication may arise from the following: Conway (1954) 
showed that a specific Na -pump is operating in the yeast cell. This 
pump may affect - under certain conditions - the Na -uptake data and 
may lead to deviations from the Mutuality Principle. This possibility 
was also investigated. 
Results. 
A: The influence of Rb on the Na and Rb -uptake. 
In this experiment the influence of varying concentrations of cold 
+ 8fi + 7 7 + 
Rb (s.) on the carrier-free Rb -uptake (v.) and on the uptake of Na 
(w..) was studied, see figure MP-1A,B. The influence of cold Rb on the 
carrier-free Rb -uptake has already been given in fig. Mech-2, too. 
The kinetical coefficients of the equations fitting both the v-isotherm 
and the w-isotherm were calculated with PROGVW for both the eq. (3) and 
eq. (12). The results are compared with calculations carried out on the 
individual isotherms by means of the AD-program, see figure MP-1A,B and 
Table MP-I. 
From the figures and the table it can be seen that the Mutuality Principle 
applies reasonably well. 
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Fig. MP-1A.: The influence of 
Rb+ (SÌ) on the 86Rb+-uptake 
(v£) at pH 4.5. The data are 
the mean values of an experiment 
carried out in quadruplicate. 
The s.e.m. is given in the 
figure. The solid line repre-
sents the best fitting curve 
according to the AD-program. 
The dashed line represents the 
best fitting curve according 
to PROGVW; For the dimensions 
of vi and v^/si see the text 
to fig. Mech-2. 
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Fig. ΜΡ-1Β.: The 
influence of Rb+ (s^) 
on the 2^Na+-uptake 
(wji) at pH 4.5. The 
data are the mean values 
of an experiment carried 
out in quadruplicate. 
The s.e.m. is given in 
the figure. The solid 
line represents the 
best fitting curve 
according to the AD-
program. The dashed line 
represents the best 
fitting curve according 
to PROGVW. The arrow 
indicates the (v/s)-
value for Rb is zero 
calculated by means of 
PROGVW. For the dimen­
sions of wji and vj/si 
see the text to fig. 
Mech-5. 
-SVj/Sj 
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Rb and Na -uptake Rb variable 
Table MP-
Coefficients 
A 
a' 
В 
Ь' 
С 
с' 
D 
d' 
4 
4 
I.: 
• ( « • 
• ( % ) • 
-ν 
-w 
AD-program 
0.50 
0.16 
17.0 
2.2 
0.21 
0.28 
2.0 
2.2 
7.7 
10.4 
PROGVW 
0.53 
0.13 
17.3 
2.1 
0.23 
2.1 
8.3 
12.7 
Values of the coefficients A to D and a' to d' for the influence of 
Rb+ on the °°Rb+- and 22u
a
 -uptake at pH 4.5, according to the AD-program 
and PROGVW for two sites. The mean difference to the square is given as 
a measure for the degree of fitting between the calculated curves and 
the experimental data. (£d2/n)-v for the v-function and (Id /n)-w for the 
w-function. 
B: The influence of Nn (s.) on the Na (v·) and Rb -uptake (w..). 
The experimental conditions were the same as in Λ. The influence of-
+ 22 + 
non-radioactive Na on Che Na -uptake at pH 4.5 has already been given 
in fig. Mecli-3, too. The curves were analyzed by means of PROGVW both for 
a quadratic and for a cubic rate equation. The calculations were carried 
out with a prefixed value for the maximal rate of uptake (B1 in case of 
a quadratic rate équation or C' with the cubic rate equation). The fixed 
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values of В' and С' are equal to the maximal rate of uptake obtained 
from the linear isotherm obtained in plots according to Hofstee with 
2.5 mM RbCl present in the medium, see also fig. Mech-3 and Int-12. 
The results of the calculations are compared with calculations carried 
out on the individual v- and w-isotherms by means of both the AD- and 
the AF-program, see the figures MP-2A,B and MP-ЗА,В and table MP-2. 
Values of C' and D' calculated separately differ by a factor 2 from 
values of с and d respectively. On taking С' = с and D' = d, which as 
2 
a matter of fact is done in the PROGVW program, the value of (Ed )/n 
increases greatly, especially for the v-function. 
0-8 V/S 
Fig. MP-2A.: The influence 
of Na+ (sj) on the 2 2Na +-
uptake ( І) at pH 4.5, with 
and without 2.5 mM RbCl 
present in the medium. The 
data are the mean values 
of an experiment carried 
out in triplicate. The 
s.e.m. is given in the 
figure. The solid line 
represents the best fitting 
curve according to the AD-
program. The dashed line 
represent the best fitting 
curve according to PROGVW. 
The value of B'was prefixed 
at pH A.7 in both cases, 
and was extrapolated from 
the isotherm with 2.5 mM 
RbCl present in the medium. 
For the dimensions of v· 
and vj/s; see the text to 
fig. Mech-2. 
Fig. MP-2B.: The influence 
of Na+ (sj) on the 86Rb+-up-
take (wij) at pH 4.5. The data 
are the mean values of an 
experiment carried out in 
quadruplicate. The s.e.m. is 
given in the figure. The solid 
line represents the best 
fitting curve according to the 
AD-program. The dashed line 
represents the best fitting 
curve according to PROGVW. 
For the dimensions of w^j and 
vi/si s e e 'h6 t e x t t o fig-
Mech-5. 
Fig. MP-3A.: The influence 
of Na+ (sj) on the 2 2Na +-
uptake ( л) at pH 4.5, with 
and without 2.5 mM RbCl 
present in the medium. The 
experimental data are the 
same as in fig. MP-2A. 
The line represents the best 
fitting curve according to 
PROGVW for three sites. The 
value of C'was prefixed at 
4.7. For the dimensions of 
v- and Vi/s: see the text to 
fig. Mecn-2. 
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Fig. МР-ЗВ.: The influence of 
Na* (sj) on the 86Rb+-uptake 
(w^j) at pH 4.5. The experimen­
tal data are the same as in 
fig. MP-2B. 
The line represents the best 
fitting curve according to 
PROGWI for three sites. The 
arrow indicates the (v/s)-
value for Na is zero, calcu­
lated by means of PROGVW. For 
the dimensions of WJ; and 
v^/si see the text to fig. 
Mech-5. 
C: The influence of Na on the Na and Rb -uptake with a preincubation 
time of 5 minutes. 
Normally the uptake, and this applies also to the experiments under 
A and B, is started after a preincubation time of the yeast with glucose 
of 60 minutes, see Methods. In this experiment the uptake experiment was 
started after 5 minutes preincubation. The results of this experiment are 
given in table MP-3. 
Table MP-3 shows that there is no discrepancy between C' and с and between 
D' and d, contrary to the findings after 60 minutes preincubation. The fact 
that the discrepancy increases with increasing preincubation time may point 
to the induction of the sodium-phosphate cotransport system. Roomans, 
Blasco and Borst-Pauwels (1977) showed that the sodium-phosphate cotrans­
port system is an inductive transport system, of which the uptake capacity 
increases greatly during preincubation of the cells in the presence of 
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Na and Rb -uptake Na variable 
... . Quadratic rate eq. cubic rate eq. 
Coefficients н ч ι 
AD-program PROGVW AF-program PROGVW 
A'or 
a or 
B'or 
b or 
Cor 
с or 
D'or 
d or 
É' 
e 
F' 
f 
,2 
ς ä-(z: 
m 
Table MP-2.: 
λ' 
а 
в· 
Ь 
e· 
с 
D* 
А 
Ι-ν 
l-w 
35 
265 
4.7" 
415 
63 
103 
127 
59 
51 
12 
} 
} 
32 
118 
4.7 х 
605 
50 
116 
63 
92 
224 
37374 
89 
251334 
4.7" 
450 
386 
14692 
1007 
34711 
151 
245 
46 
11 
} 
} 
} 
68 
26724 
681 
119168 
4.71 
253 
11647 
20866 
233 
67 
66 
+ 22 + Values of the coefficients for the influence of Na on the Na - and 
Rb+-uptake at pH 4.5. The isotherms were analyzed according to the 
quadratic rate equation (AD-program and PROGVW) and according to the 
cubic rate equation (AF-program and PROGVW). See also the text to 
table MP-1. The values indicated by (я) are prefixed. 
glucose. When apart from the normal phosphate independent monovalent 
cation uptake system the second system is also operative, because of the 
presence of orthophosphate, the Mutuality Principle will no longer apply. 
This orthophosphate may be present either due to leakage or orthophosphate 
from the cell, or due to breakdown of polyphosphates located at the outer 
side of the cell membrane. It vas attempted to stop the eventual sodium-
phosphate cotransport in yeast being preincubated for one hour in the 
following way: Yeast cells were incubated for one hour in a 45 mM Tris-
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Coefficients of the v- and w-function with 
a preincubation time of 5 minutes. 
Table MP-3.: 
A' 
B' 
С 
D' 
η 
(%) 
13.6 
4.7 
13.7 
50.7 
41 
a 
b 
с 
d 
η 
(Ζ) 
102 
514 
13.6 
49.7 
15 
+ 22 + 
Values of the coefficients of the influence of Na on the Na -uptake 
(v-function) and on the °°Rb+-uptake (w-function) at an preincubation 
time of 5 minutes. The curves were analyzed by means of the AD-program. 
See also the text to table MP-1. 
succinate buffer of pH 4.5 containing 3% glucose, both in the presence 
and absence of 0.1 or 0.2 nM Li. (Mo0,). After this incubation, tracer 
22 + ¿ 4 22 + 
amounts of Na were added and the uptake of Na was studied. Molybdate 
at these concentrations is supposed to inhibit acid phosphatases in or 
near the membrane surface (Rothstein and Meier, 1946). The Li-salt was 
.+ . . . . . 22 + 
used because Li does not interfere significantly with the Na -uptake 
by the Na -translocating system in the concentration range used, whereas, 
in addition, the sodium-phosphate cotransport system has a high affinity 
for Li . The half value concentration for the high affinity site amounts 
to 0.3 mM (Roomans, Blasco and Borst-Pauwels, 1977). This means that 
when phosphate originates from leakage of orthophosphate from the cells, 
cotransport of Na with this phosphate will be inhibited to a great 
extent by the Li added. The results of the experiment are given in 
table MP-4. As can be seen from the table no influence of molybdate addition on the 
Na -uptake was found, whereas the acid phosphatase activity was completely 
inhibited. Therefore the possibility that orthophosphate originatinR from 
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22 + 
Influence of LiCl and Li. (MoO.) on the Na -uptake and acid 
phosphatases 
LiCl (mM) Na -uptake (%) Li. (MoO.) (mM) Na -uptake (%) phosphatase 
activity (Ζ) 
0 100 0 100 100 
0.1 104 0.1 104 0 
0.3 101 0.2 103 0 
Table МР-4.: 
22., 
The influence of LiCl on the Na -uptake and of Li, (MoO,) on the 
22Na +-uptake and acid phosphatase activity at pH 4.5. The 22(ja -uptake 
and the acid phosphatase activity with no addition to the medium is 
taken as 100%. 
polyphosphates located at the outer side of the cell membrane, or from 
other phosphate esters from the cells, leads to phosphate - Na co-
transport is ruled out. The fact that Li does not inhibit Na -uptake 
makes it also unlikely that leakage of orthosphosphates from the cell 
led to appreciable sodium-phosphate cotransport. 
Another possibility is that there exists a glucose-sodium cotransport 
system which has other properties than the sodium-transport system, and 
of which the transport capacity increases during preincubation of 
the cells with glucose. To test this possibility, the Na -uptake iso-
+ Öfi + 
therm and the influence of Na on the carrier-free Rb -uptake were 
determined under aerobic conditions with 1% ethanol as the substrate, and 
after one hour preincubation with ethanol. The v- and w-function 
appeared to have the same shape as the v- and w-function with glucose as 
the substrate. Calculations of the coefficients yielded the results 
presented in table MP-5. The differences in C' and с are especially large. 
2 
On the other hand the (Ed )/n increases only by a factor 2.4 for w on 
applying PR0GVW, whereas this increase is 7.6x in the case of the glucose 
medium. 
The possibility that a diffusion barrier, in the cytoplasm at the 
inner side of the membrane, may account for the discrepancies between 
theory and results was also investigated. The possibility exists that the 
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Coefficients of the v- and w-function with 
ethanol as the substrate. 
Coefficient 
A' 
a 
B' 
b 
С 
с 
D' 
d 
η 
η 
Table MP-5.: 
(%)-v 
(%)-w 
AD-program 
15 
823 
5.8M 
500M 
17 
130 
83 
51 
31 
21 
PROGVW 
15 
118 
5.8<-> 
637 
} 19 
} 80 
46 
50 
+ 22 + Values of the coefficients of the influence of Na on the Na - and 
°°Rb+-uptake at pH 4.5 with ethanol as the substrate. The calculations 
were carried out according to the AD-program and PROGVW for two sites. 
See also the text to table MP-1. The values indicated by (я) are prefixed. 
ions which are transported through the cell membrane and are released 
by the transport mechanism at the inner side of the membrane are diffusing 
very slowly to the cell inner. According to Conway (1954), a specific 
Na -pump is operating in the yeast cell, pumping Na from the inside to 
the outside. In that case it is possible that the Na ions after being 
transferred across the cell membrane into the cell are transported to 
22 + the outside again before equilibrium is established between the Na 
translocated and the Na already present in the cell. Then the uptake 
rates observed would be in fact too low. This possibility was investigated 
by studying the Na -uptake isotherm (v-function) and the influence of 
+ fifi + 
Na on the carrier-free Rb -uptake (w-function) at a low temperature. It 
may be expected that lowering the temperature will slow down the Na -
pump to a greater extent than the rate of diffusion of the ions 
in the cell water as the temperature coefficient for membrane 
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transport is probably higher than that of diffusion in water. The 0.
η
 for 
the Na and Rb -uptake is approximately 2.5, whereas the Q . for 
diffusion in water amounts to 1.1 - 1.2. The results of the experiment are 
given in figure MP-4A,B. The curves were analyzed according to both the 
AD-program and PROGVW, see table MP-6. 
Fig. MP-4A.: Hofstee-plot 
of the Na+-uptake (v·) at 
pH 4.5 and at 50C with (+) 
and without 2.5 mM RbCl 
present in the medium (o). 
The solid line represents 
the best fitting curve 
according to the AD-
program. TheB'-value was 
prefixed and obtained by 
extrapolating the isotherm 
with 2.5 mM RbCl. For the 
dimensions of v· and vj/ 
sj see the text to fig. 
Mech-2. 
• 15 WS 
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Flg. ИР-4В.: Hofstee-plot of 
the influence of Na on the 
86Rb+-uptake (v^i) at pH 4.5 
and at 50C. The line represents 
the best fitting curve accor­
ding to the AD-program. The 
b-value was prefixed at 124. 
For the dimensions of w·· and 
v^/si see the text to fig. 
Mech-5. 
04 0-8 1-2 MS 
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Coefficients of the v-function and w-function at 5 С 
Coefficients 
A' 
a 
B' 
b 
С 
с 
D' 
d 
г ' 1 
η 
ri! 
η 
Table ΜΡ-6.: 
(%)· 
( % ) • 
-ν 
-w 
AD -program 
6.6 
258 
1 2 4(-) 
43 
448 
166 
77 
27 
25 
PROGVW 
7.8 
30 
0.9 ^ 
184 
} 52 
} 183 
34 
285 
22 + Values of the coefficients of the influence of Na on the Na -
and e^Rb+-uptake at pH 4.5 and 50C. The calculations were carried 
out according to the AD-program and PROGVW for two sites. 
See also the text to table MP-I. The values indicated by (x) are 
prefixed. 
Discussion. 
The results presented in this chapter show that the Mutuality 
+ ?? + Я6 + 
Principle holds for the influence of- Rb on the Na -uptake and Rb -
+ 22 + 
uptake. On the other hand, on studying the influence of Na on the Na -
Q t
 + 
and Rb -uptake we find a rather large discrepancy between theory and 
results, unless the cells are preincubated with glucose for only 5 minutes. 
This discrepancy increases largely with the preincubation time. It has, 
however, been ruled out that this discrepancy must be attributed to the 
induction of the sodium-phosphate cotransport system, a system which also 
accumulates Na and of which the uptake capacity increases greatly during 
preincubation with glucse. (Roomans, Blasco and Borst-Pauwels, 1977). 
Also the induction of an eventual-though hypothetical-glucose-sodium 
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cotransportsystem cannot explain the observed differences shown by the 
experiment in which the v- and w-function are studied under aerobic 
conditions with ethanol as the substrate. 
The third possibility that the Na -pump interferes with Na -uptake 
is also unlikely, because in that case one would expect a lesser dis-
crepancy between theory and experiment on carrying out the experiment 
at low temperature. However, just the reverse was found. The differences 
between the denominators of the v-function for the Na -uptake and the 
+ 86 + 
w-function for the effect of Na on the Rb -uptake increases greatly 
on lowering the temperature. This makes it unlikely that the differences 
are due to an interference of the Na -pump with the Na -uptake. 
+ 
Finally attention is focused on the fact that the Q20 of the Na -
uptake depends upon the concentration of Na , see figure MP-5. 
Fig. MP-5.: Q20 versus the Na 
concentration of the influence 
of Na+ on the 22Na+-uptake (o); 
of Na+ on the 86Rb+-uptake (o) and 
of Na+ on the 22Na+-uptake in the 
presence of 2.5 mM RbCl (·). 
All isotherms at pH 4.5. 
100 Na+ 
A reasonable explanation for the concentration dependenre of Che Qon 
cannot be given at this stage of investigation. 
Conclusion. 
The deviations from the Mutuality Principi? are probably not due 
to the operation of an additional Na -translocation process besides the 
Na -translocation via the monovalent uptake mechanism. Possibly a more 
sophisticated monovalent cation translocation model is needed in order to 
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explain adequately the discrepancies between theory and experiment. 
However, the results indicate that the discrepancies increase on 
increasing the temperature. This suggests that an inductive process is 
still involved, having a temperature dependence different from that of 
the normal ion uptake process. More research is needed in order to 
examine this. 
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Generdl Discussion 
It is concluded from the results presented in this thesis that 
monovalent cation uptake by yeast can be described by a two-site 
non-carrier transport mechanism, of which both sites have a transport 
function. The apparent third site for Cs can probably be attributed 
to the interference of the surface potential (Ψ) with the uptake at 
high Cs concentrations. After almost completing this thesis we showed 
that with a more sophisticated computer model than the one applied in 
Chapter IV, the uptake of Cs can be qualitatively described by a cubic 
rate equation, describing uptake via a two-site translocation mechanism 
across a negatively charged membrane (Derks and Borst-Pauwels, in 
preparation). 
Armstrong and Rothstein (1964, 1967) also showed that monovalent 
cation uptake by yeast can be described by an uptake mechanism with two 
binding sites. They called these sites the substrate and modifier site, 
the substrate site only having a transport function. 
Occupation of the modifier site by an ion different from the substrate 
cation leads to partial non-competitive inhibition of the translocation 
of the substrate cation. This partial non-competitive inhibition is 
again relieved when the inhibitory cation is replaced by the substrate 
cation, at relatively high substrate concentrations. The findings of 
Armstrong and Rothstein differed in some respects from those found in 
our laboratory. Borst-Pauwels, Wolters and Henricks (1971) found that 
the affinity of both К and Rb for the substrate site is smaller than 
the affinity for the second site, whereas Armstrong and Rothstein found 
that the affinity of К for the substrate site is greater than the 
affinity for the other site, the modifier site. In addition a convex 
Hofstee-plot for Rb -uptake at low pH was found by Borst-Pauwels et al., 
instead of a concave curve as would be expected according to Armstrong 
and Rothstein. This convex curve points to a homotrope cooperative 
effect of the Rb ions contradictory to the negative homotrope cooperative 
effect described by Armstrong and Rothstein. These findings are confirmed 
in the present work. Furthermore we showed that both the substrate site 
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and the second site have a transport function, and not only the 
substrate site as was found by Armstrong et al. So, probably the 
modifier site described by Armstrong and Rothstein is not identical 
with the second site described by Borst-Pauwels, Wolters and Henricks. 
This second site was called activation site by Borst-Pauwels, Wolters 
and Henricks (1971), because of the homotrope cooperative effect 
observed. 
On assuming that the substrate sites described in the two studies 
are identical, a non-identity of the "activation site" and the "modifier 
site" must lead to the conclusion that three sites are involved in cation 
uptake by yeast. 
Armstrong and Rothstein could not detect the activation site because at 
the concentration ranges applied this site was already saturated. Though 
Armstrong and Rothstein carried out the uptake experiments in distilled 
water, kept at the desired pH by means of a pH-state, this cannot explain 
the observed differences between the two studies, as experiments carried 
out by these authors in a Tris-buffer showed the same qualitative 
results (Armstrong and Rothstein, 1969). 
If three sites are involved in cation translocation, the uptake 
isotherms, theoretically expected on applying a large range of cation 
concentrations, must be described by the cubic rate equation. This is 
indeed the case for Cs -uptake but not for Rb -uptake. However, we showed 
(Chapter IV) that the "third" site may only be apparent and may be 
attributed to the surface potential. This means that the concave devia-
tions in the Hofstee-plot at high Cs concentrations may be due not to 
the existence of a real binding site (the so called modifier site), but 
may be ascribed to screening of the negative charges on the yeast cell 
membrane by the Cs ions. Since Rb has a far greater affinity to the 
binding sites than Cs , the sites will already be saturated at concen-
trations of Rb which hardly affect the surface potential. This may 
explain why we did not find a deviation from a quadratic rate equation 
with Rb -uptake. However, this does not explain why Armstrong and 
Rothstein found concave deviations at high Rb concentrations. 
It might be possible that the Rb concentrations applied by us were 
still too low, and that at higher Rb concentrations indications for a 
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third site can also be found. However, the accuracy of the determinations 
of the initial rates of uptake were too low, until now, to be able to 
get valuable information in the higher range of Rb concentrations. This 
leaves the possibility open that at high Rb concentrations a third site 
may be involved. Our analysis of a possible latent three-site Rb -
isotherm with the quadratic rate equation (two-site) has probably no 
consequences for the reliability of the conclusions drawn on Rb -transport. 
As has been seen in Chapter Interactions, the value of the maximal rate 
of uptake (B) of the Rb -uptake is not significantly affected by other 
monovalent cations (s.). At least no indications for non-competitive 
inhibition are found. This means that either the ions do not interfere 
with a hypothetical third site, or that these ions have an affinity for 
the third site, but have no effect on the maximal velocity. In both cases 
a kinetical analysis of Rb -uptake, according to a two-site model, is 
permitted at the range of Rb concentrations applied by us. 
The fact the the monovalent cation translocation system has (at 
least) two binding sites may have important implications for the energising 
of monovalent cation transport. Riemersma (1974) and Pena (1975) stated 
that the driving force for cation uptake might be an electrical potential 
difference across the yeast cell membrane (inside negative). As discussed 
in Chapter Interactions, the membrane potential of our yeast is not high 
enough to account for the high К accumulation ratio observed experimen­
tally in the absence of added К , thus at very low external К concen­
trations. Only when К -translocation at low external К concentrations is 
coupled to the translocation of other cations (H , Na and/or TRIS ) might 
it be possible that the membrane potential is sufficiently high enough 
to account for the К distribution ratio observed. A prerequisite for 
this is that both sites function as a transport site, which as has been 
shown by us in Chapter Interactions is probably true. 
As far as the interactions of Na with the Rb -uptake are concerned, 
deviations from quantitative predictions according to the two-site model 
are found, see Chapter Interactions. 
These results may point in the direction of a more complicated uptake 
mechanism on the nature of which - taking into account our knowledge at 
this stage of the investigations - can only be speculated. It must be 
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realized that in the equations applied, only approximated values for y 
(the factor depending upon Ψ) are used. Furthermore, we may hypothesize 
that changes in the membrane potential caused by increasing the concen­
tration of Na affect the maximal rates of uptake of Rb or Na , giving 
rise to deviations from the kinetics expected. That changes in the mem­
brane potential affect the Rb -uptake is supported by findings of 
Borst-Pauwels, Wolters and Henricks (1971), who showed that 2,4-dinitro-
phenol, which causes depolarization, affects the Rb -uptake. 
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Вишкпп) 
This thesis deals with a study on the kinetics of the monovalent 
cation uptake by yeast. 
In Chapter Theory, the relation between the rate of uptake and the 
concentration of the substrate ions is given, both for a translocation 
mechanism with two, and for an uptake mechanism with three binding sites. 
Different criteria for discriminating between the various uptake models 
are also given. 
From the results presented in Chapter IV, the conclusion is drawn 
that the uptake of Rb , Na and Cs is mediated by a two-site trans­
location mechanism. The fact that the uptake of Cs is described by a 
cubic rate equation, can be ascribed to a decrease in the surface 
potential on increasing the Cs concentration. 
In Chapter V it is shown that the influence of Li , К and Cs on 
the Rb -uptake, and the interference of Rb with Na -uptake can be des­
cribed by a two-site mechanism, both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
Probably both sites of the translocation mechanism have a transport 
function, allowing cotransport of protons. Tris or Na with К at low 
К concentrations. This uptake may still be passive, because of the 
coupling of К -transport with translocations of other monovalent cations 
into the yeast cell, though the accumulation of К is far greater than 
expected according to the Nernst equation. 
In Chapter VI the so called "Mutuality Principle" is tested for 
Rb and Na . If the ion species tested are transported via the same uptake 
mechanism, this principle should hold. The results are not unambiguous. 
In one case (the influence of Rb on the Rb - or Na -uptake) this 
principle holds, whereas in the reverse case (the influence of Na on 
77 + flfi + 
the Na - or Rb -uptake) this principle does not hold. This discre­
pancy is probably not due to the operation of an additional specific Na -
translocation process, by which no Rb is translocated, that occurs apart 
from the Na -translocation via the monovalent cation uptake mechanism. 
Possibly, a more sophisticated monovalent cation translocation model may 
account for the discrepancies observed. 
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In Chapter VII some of our results are discussed in relation to the 
uptake model proposed by Armstrong and Rothstein. It is concluded that 
the discrepancies between the two studies are caused by differences in 
experimental conditions. The so called modifier-site proposed by 
Armstrong and Rothstein may be in fact apparent. The deviations from a 
quadratic rate equation observed with Cs may be due to the interference 
of the surface potential with cation uptake. 
It is finally concluded that a two-site translocation mechanism 
gives a reasonable description of the kinetics of the monovalent cation 
uptake as a first approximation. 
However, more study, both experimental and theoretical, is needed to 
come to a more exact description of the kinetics of the uptake process. 
Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoek naar de kinetiek van de 
monovalente kationen opname door gist. 
In het Hoofdstuk Theorie wordt de relatie gegeven tussen de opname 
snelheid en de concentratie van het substraat ion. Dit geschiedt -"zowel 
voor een opname-mechanisme met twee als voor een opname mechanisme met 
drie bindingsplaatsen. 
Bovendien worden verschillende criteria gegeven, die nodig zijn om te 
kunnen discrimineren tussen de verschillende opname-modellen. 
Uit de resultaten van Hoofdstuk IV wordt de conclusie getrokken, 
dat de opname van Rb , Na en Cs plaats vindt via een translocatie 
mechanisme met twee bindingsplaatsen. Het feit, dat de Cs -opname be­
schreven wordt door een derde graads vergelijking kan worden toegeschreven 
aan een afname van de oppervlakte potentiaal bij een toenemende Cs 
concentratie. 
In Hoofdstuk V wordt aangetoond, dat ook de invloed van Li , К en 
Cs op de Rb -opname en de interactie van Rb met de Na -opname zowel 
kwalitatief als kwantitatief beschreven kunnen worden met behulp van een 
opname-mechanisme met twee bindingsplaatsen. Waarschijnlijk hebben beide 
bindingsplaatsen een transportfunctie, waardoor co-transport van protonen, 
Tris of Na met К bij lage К concentraties mogelijk is. Door koppeling 
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van de К -opname met de opname van andere monovalente Kationen kan deze 
opname toch passief zijn, ofschoon de accumulatie van К veel groter is 
dan op grond van de Nemst vergelijking verwacht mag worden. 
In Hoofdstuk VI wordt het zogenaamde Mutualiteits Principe getest 
met betrekking tot Rb en Na . Als de geteste ionen via hetzelfde opname­
mechanisme getransporteerd worden, moet dit Principe opgaan. De resul­
taten zijn niet eenduidig. In het ene geval (de invloed van Rb op de 
86 + 2? + 
Rb - of op de Na -opname) gaat het principe op. In de omgekeerde 
+ 22 + Rfi + 
situatie (de invloed van Na op de Na - of op de Rb -opname) is dit 
niet het geval. Waarschijnlijk is deze discrepantie niet toe te schrijven 
aan het functioneren van een extra, specifiek Na -opname proces, dat 
optreedt naast de Na -opname, die plaats vindt via het translocatie­
mechanisme voor monovalente kationen en via welk extra proces geen Rb 
wordt opgenomen. Mogelijk moet de oplossing gezocht worden in een nog 
complexer opname-model. 
In Hoofdstuk VII worden een aantal van onze resultaten besproken met 
betrekking tot het kation opname-model van Armstrong and Rothstein. De 
verschillen tussen de twee studies worden voornamelijk toegeschreven aan 
verschillen in experimentele condities. De zogenaamde "modifier-site", 
die door Armstrong en Rothstein voorgesteld wordt, is misschien niet 
reëel. De afwijkingen van de 2e machts snelheids vergelijking, die zijn 
gevonden voor de Cs -opname moeten misschien toegeschreven worden aan het 
effect op het kationen transport van de oppervlakte potentiaal. 
Als eindconclusie wordt gesteld dat - als een eerste benadering -
een opname-mechanisme met twee bindingsplaatsen een redelijke beschrijving 
geeft van de opname van monovalente kationen door gist. Er zal echter meer 
experimenteel en theoretisch onderzoek verricht moeten worden om te komen 
tot een exactere beschrijving van het opname proces. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
Een onderzoek naar de concentratie-afhankelijkbeid van de opname 
van ionen en niet-electrolyten dient over een zo groot mogelijk 
concentratie gebied plaats te vinden. 
Dit proefschrift. 
II 
Het is twijfelachtig of de wijze waarop Armstrong en Rothstein 
de beginsnelheid van de ionen opname door gist bepalen, voldoende 
nauwkeurig is. 
Armstrong, W.McD. and Rothstein, Α., J.gen.Physiol. (1964), 
48, 61. 
Armstrong, W.McD. and Rothstein, Α., J.gen.Physiol. (1967), 
50, 967. 
Ill 
De door Leonard et al. bij mais beschreven stimulering van de 
fosfaat-opname door lage La concentraties en remming van de 
fosfaat-opname door hoge La concentraties wijst op een 
fosfaat-opname via cotransport met monovalente kationen mits 
uitgesloten is dat in het incubatie medium een fosfaat-La 
complex gevormd wordt. 
Leonard, R.T., Nagahashi, G. and Thomson, W.W., Plant Physiol. 
(1975), 55, 542. 
IV 
De door Delhez et al. aangehaalde waarde voor het pH-optlmum 
van het membraan ATPase van gist, is in het betreffende artikel 
niet terug te vinden. 
Delhez, J., Dufour, J.P., Thines, D. and Goffeau, Α., Eur. J. 
Biochem. (1977), 79, 319. 
Matile, Ph., Moor, Η. and MUhlethaler, К., Arch. Mikrobiol. 
(1967), 58, 201. 
Het verdient aanbeveling om de tijdsduur tussen de beëindiging 
van het experimentele werk en het tijdstip van de academische 
promotie zo kort mogelijk te houden. 
VI 
Ter stimulering van de praktika in de natuurwetenschappen is 
het noodzakelijk dat er aan de Mavo scholen mogelijkheden 
geboden worden tot het aanstellen van meerdere amanuenses. 
VII 
De bewering van de jagers, dat het door hun gevoerde beheer 
van jachtterreinen natuurbescherming is, is principieel 
onjuist. 
VIII 
Er bestaat geen causaal verband tussen de daling van het 
geboortencijfer en de daling van het aantal nestelende 
ooievaars in Nederland. 
W.J.G. Derks. 
Sittard, 12 October 1978. 


